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FUR TIVE FICTION. 
At the last meeting of the (;hicago board of education the su-
perIntendent suggested that the sum appropriated feT evening 
schoolS'-be applied to the purchasing of juvenile books, which, 
under t.he management of the teachers, might be used as a means 
of weaning our youth from the reading of the sensational litera-
ture so abundant' in these days and so eagerly devoured by the 
rising generation. 
ties. If they are to have any diversion it might just as well be 
out·and ·out pastime and not semi-didactic in its character. 
On the whole, then, if the board want to waste $10,000 they 
will follow the advice of the superintendent and purchase 10,000 
volumes of namby-pamby reading. The books would be eagerly 
sought after at first, but before a year the teachers would lock up 
the book cases in order to confine their pupils to their school 
duties, and the children would fall back on their weekly story 
paper and the public library. 
DO EDUCATIONAL JOURNALS PA Y. 
Barf us' En'ucational M01Zthly for May fairly bristles with good 
things. T.he first editorial is on "}>ermanence." It is written 
in the editor's best style, and presents a convincing argument in ' 
favor of permanence in the teacher's position. The editor then 
asks: "Do Educational Journals Pay?" and puts the whole 
so pithily that we shall be pardoned for quoting it: 
Theoretically always, practically seldom. Good journals always pay a 
thousand fold, but not often cash dividends. THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY 
has said some plain words in an hunest way. We quote a few of them. "Th.e 
Educational Journal is an orphan. Teachers low down are too indifferent to 
support il; most teachers high up, are too conceited to support it."-"Great 
educators expect to get the journ iil for nOlbing.,,-uGreat educators are apt to 
be. great humbugs." The Omaha H igh School advises the WEEKLY to "dis;"'" 
continue its unappreciated efforts and let teachers relapse into ignorance and 
barbarism." But how can those, barbarians already, sink to a lower level -( 
, Let us know! Educational journals do pay. The Mw York Bul/din pays. 
The Pmnsylvania School J oum al pays. The Nnu England y ournal of Ed-
ucation pays. Could not BiCknell, Wickersham, and Bardeen be appointed a 
joint committee, and a repcrt be squeezeil out of them in whiCih they would 
tell - How ? It would be, hailed with loy by a hundred poor, &truggling,phil-
anthropic, self·sacrificing, and non-sustaimng journals, now 11, ing in vain ex· 
pectation of striking a bonanza. 
We honestly believe Mahoney of THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY struck his 
sHllelah on the rigbt spot 'Yben he intimated that tbe reason some educatlon-
al journals don't pay, is because they are published i!l tbe interest of educa-
tion! Teacbers don't want educational. journals except for fame and glory: 
Wbo says tbey do? Let us bear from tbem. Now we are goiug to tell a 
fact. We sball not tell the place-not now-we may some time. 
It is true that evening 'schools have been a failure of late in ' 
Chicago j but this was owing to the way in which teachers for 
them were selected-the lame, the halt, the blind, the paralytic, 
and the proteges of w~rd politicians being the persons chosen FACT. , 
during the last two winters in which they were tried 'in Chicago. In a State Normal School receiving and expending over eigbteen thousmd < 
dollars a year, with a faculty of sixteen teacbers, only TWO ,of tbese teachers 
The failure w~ dismal, of course. But under competent man- take and pay £01' any kind of an educ:.tional journal. ONLY TWO I . Among 
agemen t evemng schools could ,be made a s,uccess; th~y ~re ' a ' .. the pupils, tbree bundred young men .and women-our future teachers---Noll 
success in every considerable city of the United States except ONE t~e,S any kind of an educational journal. Who is to blame? Are our _ 
Chicago. teach,~rs ~!l low down, even the best, or are our journals unworthy of support? 
The idea of the superintendent is to wean our youth from flash Whi~h? , Banus's -!idu,cbatio~al Monthly Ifives, bfe.caudse,-wdell, we. donfi't hk~ \. 
1· 't b t h' ' I " t ' bl I ld b h to tell why, but we hve, ( eggmg pardon 0 our nen S an enemies or so Itera ure U IS P an IS Imprac lca e. t wou e muc more . . " . 
. " . . doing) ~ecause we .call't quite make ~p our mlDds to die. We've thought. 
adVisable to apply the money m nand to the preventIOn of the some or'it but a re6p,ectabl~ funeral costs so much now-il-dars. 'we have con. 
'tobacco habit and the practice of jumping on the trains moving eluded tb~ it i~ 'cheaper to live than die, so we live, and while we liv~ shall, 
through tge city. Tile juvenile ~ooks that are supplied by the try to be as enterprising as the circumstances will pennit. 
teachers from such a fund serve to give the children a taste for . The Monthly frankly acknowledges that it is alive merely to 
t.he more highly spiced Ledgtr story and the more extravagant save funeral expenses. May be the Ntw Enf((a1zd pays j we 
dime novel. hope so. The School Bullttin pays for two reasons-it has a 
Again, those who have had charge of school libraries pro- genius for an editor and it is published in connection :with a 
nounce them a mixed blessing. 'rhe courses of study are crowded, thriving book business. , Whether the latter is a source of wealth ., _ 
and it is not well to have children's attention distracted. All in ad~tioJ;l.·to the former -or in spite of it we can not quite, de-
their time and eQe~gy are required for t"heir r~gular school du- termine. 'Fhe PtnnsJ1lvaniti School Jaurnat. receives State aid, 
. ~ 
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tha.t tells the story in its ca£e. There is nothing strange in the 
fact that educational journals do not pay in this country. All 
classes are too nearly equal to make it profitable for anybody to 
assume to teach his fellow sovereigns. Napo'eon said he could 
not see a chair in a ro.oIl.l a little higher than the others without 
wanting to take it himself. So in this country we are all peda-
gogical Napoleons, and if the fellow that mounts the tripod of 
our professional journalism is simply unseated without being ren-
dered incapable of occupying any other chair by the a posttrior'-
attentions of his fellow pedagogues, he is lucky in his escape. 
Moreover, it should. be well understond by this time that he 
who desires to get rich should expose for sale something' that 
people want, and, above all things, what ihey do ?tot want is to 
be ;nstructed. People generally do not appreciate efforts to im-
prove t hem, but above all others, teachers resent the suggestion 
that they need to be or are capable of being instructed. But the 
glory attaching to educational editing should be taken into ac-
count; like\\ ise its consequential benefits, which are chiefly that 
It gets a man out of the business of teaching pretty quick: This 
alone is a wonderful recompense. A man can not write matter 
that will sell without saying something, and he can not keep on 
,saying things for a very great while without treading on people's 
corns, and the corns of educational officials are peculiarly ,ten-
- cler. Educational journalism gives a man a gloriuus opportunity 
to get aut of the pedagogical profession-an oprortuni~y that"he 
must improve sooner or later; and if he is a success as an editor 
i(is sure to be sooner than later. Barnes' l.1olltlzly giv.es a curi-
ous reason for itsexistence~the savingof funeral expenses. Our 
D1etive is just the opposite; it is to make them. It it were not 
for the quiet bonuses from. undertakers we do not know what we 
~hould have done when ' the price of paper went up skyward. 
NOT THE BOARD, BUT THE BLOCK. A G ~EA T deal of misapprehension prevails concerning the 
, attItude of the WEEKLY toward the members of the Chicago 
!1o~rd of Education. In private convt!r5ati~n and in published 
~rtlc~es we find this misapprehension cropping out. The follo.w-
}ng IS a specimen: 
WOMEN TEACHERS CANNOT MAlI.RY. 
'. The Chicago Board 'of Education has passed a funny decree. It' is nothing 
~iS than this-that women teachers shall not marry, or if.they do marry, they 
shdl b~ considered d~ / a,cto, no longer women teachers, but simply wives. It 
wis probably passed in the interest or future husbands who desired to have 
their own wives all to themselves. The question now with all such unfortu-
nJlte females will not be to marry or not to marry, but, to resign or not to re-
sign. It will. not be w~ether they love the schoolroom less, but their hus-
bands Il}ore. Now they ought .to. pass another decree making it a misdemeanor 
for· any man to make love to anyone of Chicago's womell teachers. There 
~hould be a wise discrimination, for some would no doubt be willingly sacri-
ficed, but ot..hers should be carefully wa!ched. A guard of respectable police-
men should be stationed around thejr houses, and no man or messenger on 
love intent, should be permitted to et;lter unattended by one of the members 
" of the Board-of Education. If what THE EDUCA.TlONAL WEEKLY says about 
some members of the Board is true, the very sight of them would forever 
frighten marriage and- Jove out of the mind of any woman. At aU-events, 
the board as a whole should be indicted as enemies of the rising generation. 
-Barnd Monthly. 
As regard!> the 'allusion to the WEEKLY in the above, we would 
.. say that. our contemporary has ~nd is liable to giye a false im-
pressIOn. Thp. WEEKLY has not abused and is not disposed to 
.• : abuse the Board of Education of this city. For all but"twe of 
i~ membess the WEEKLY has much respect, and it has as much re-
spect (or those two exceptional and exceptionable members as any-
, ~ody has . .. But t~e following 'gentre~en 'are enti·rely respectable, 
to wit: Hon. P. A. Hoyne, U . S. Commissioner; E . G:. Keith, 
business man; M. A. Delaney, ex-state senator; A. C. Bartlett, 
busin ess man ; Geo. B. Armstrong, rising journalist; l\J.. E. 
Stone, editor of the Daily News , the most successful newspaper 
venture of this decade ; James Frake, Attorney ; Thomas Brenan, 
Asst. City Treilsurer; P. O. Stensland, business man; E. Frank-
enthal', business man; William Curran, business man; and I. N. 
Stiles, one of the ablest lawyers in Chlcago. Of the remaining 
two, W. J. English an:i J. C. Richberg, it has nOl language to 
express its contempt. 
It is natural that the idea should prevail that the WEEKLY is 
down on the Board, for to vary the expression in criticising Mr. 
Doty the term "administration" had to be used frequently, and if 
has been that gentleman's policy to diligently transfer the o'dium 
from himself, and attempt to spread it over the whole Board. 
A little of embarrassment, too, results from having their execu-
tive officer so freely and justly criticised, and a touch of the: 
·"our·country-right-or-wrong" sentiment impels them to stand by 
his cause. 
Now the WEEKLY knows that every member of the board 
knows that Mr. Doty is, as a school superintendent, a lamentable 
failure; and the worst of it is that each member knows that the -
WEEKLY knows that he knows it ; hence the support of Mr. Doty 
by the B~ard comes from a feeling of deprecatory self defense 
rather than a firm belief in his abilities as superintendent. 
As for Mr. Doty, iris as impossible for him to do a right thing, 
educationally, as it is for, a brick·bat to aoat in Lake ·Michigan. 
He started in with a system of school book-keeping that would 
make a stone split with laughter; but when it was criticised ' he 
· dropped it incontinently. His next move · was with the assistance 
of a book agent to issue a course of instruction that rem~ined in 
operation two months, when the rumblings of discontent-became 
so loud as to compel him to pretend a revision that was never 
perfected: 'At the last pri:lcipals'. meeting a lady complained-
the men dare not spe'l.k out-that the schools were becoming 
ungraded, drifting apart, especially in the study that Mr. Doty 
has put all his strength OLl_ The lady's language was, "Some go 
by the Manual"-Jonathan Piper's work-"and some go by the 
· slip, and many pupils coming to my school cannot be placed in 
the grade which their cards call for." But the lady's remark 
· was treated with insolent disregard. 
Mr_ Doty ha~ allowed the distinction between gra~mar and 
primary schools to be obliterated through his o'Vn inability' to 
take in the topography of the city, and adjust boundaries to ~he 
circumstances of a rapidly growing city. the result haslbeen the 
establishment of a number of hybrid, unranked, and unrankable 
· schools, that. has led" to bickering on the salary ci uestion and at; 
most undone the spenclid' organizing of the ante- Doty ,decade. 
. If Mr. Doty would accept the busin~ss managership w4i.ch was 
intended to he carved out for hjm, the loss to. the city~ woul d be 
merely financial, thQugh considerable, from his extrav~gance and . 
inability to grapple with fin~nci.al m~tters; bu.~ hi~ Ilepotism and 
selfishness .again int~rfered and suggested the -crowqing out of 
Mr. Ward and the install.alion of Mr. Doty's brother in,Jhe pro-
posed new. posit.ion. " 
His last salary schedule is the. most un blushing niece of eff.ront. 
ery that a .school manager could be guilty of. The. expen~e (!)f 
lasf,year for salaries of office force and ,teachers was '540,000,; 
with '$663,000 fo~ the current year. he proposes rai~ing only his -
own salary and those of some. principals and the .office employes. 
Were. all the teachers' salaries raised ten per cent, . and ~l pqSsi-
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ble need of teachers provided for, there would still be about $30,-
000 of a margin in the item for salaries. But Mr. Doty makes 
no suggestion for the increase bf assistants' salari es. By those 
who know him best his only amiable trait is said to be care of hi s 
immediate relatives. It may be a matter of regret to the lady 
teachers of Chicago that there is not a representati ve of his fami-
ly in each of the grades forming a basis of salary advanceme 11t. 
All this the Board members know, and in support of Doty they 
, are somewhat troubled with a guilty conscience ; they feel hurt 
subjectively when the expression "Board of Education" is inno-
cently and indifferently used by the WEEKLY or by any other 
equally intelligent critic of the schools ; they are ashamed of 
themselves and take the prickings of their own conscience for 
abuse by the WEEKLY when it calls at lention to a duty that is 
plain to everybody: What can they do? What should they do? 
They should remove Mr. Doty from the superintendency at least. 
The meeting of the American Institute of Instruction at Sarato-
ga, July 6, promise,s to be very largely attended. The President, 
Prof. I. N. Carleton, of New Britain, Conn., is making active 
efforts to secure a grand educational gathering. Many of the 
most prominent educators of the country have engaged to be 
present, among them Rev. Dr. Barnas Sears, Rev. Henry Ward 
Beecher, Pres. C. D. Foss, and Hon. John Philbrick. Teachers 
from the Western States will find it profitable to attend if they 
happen to be down that way. 
'IHE INFLUENCES OF THE COMMON SCHOOLS. 
The English Fortniglztly Review lately published a lengthy ar-
ticle upon "American Competition" in the markets of the 
world, with English manufactured goods. Admitting that the 
suprem~cy of English manufactures is in d~nger from American 
competition, the writer , claimed that the advantages, so far as 
they exist, are due mainly to five circumstances: First, our 
schools; second, manhood suffrage; third, easy acquisition of 
land; fourth, the habit of smaH savings; and the absence of a 
sla~ding army. Below we give the portion of the article con-
cerning the common school, as presenting some unusual argu-
ments in favor of the mstitutions, yet such as should be under-
stood by all the people. • 
In respect to the first of these influences, the public school 
: system, the foreign observer ,generally takes notice only of ~he 
quality \.If the instruction given, and though r.e may find some-
thing to praise, he finds also much to criticise; he finds in many 
cases the instruction bad and the subjects often ill-chosen, and 
he wonders at the misdirection of a force that might be so much 
more wisely applied. What he fails to notice is that the 'school 
itself, entirely apart from its instr~ction, is the great educator of 
the children who attend it. The school is, first of all , no re-
spector of persons; the stupid son of a rich man led ' in every 
class by the son of a mechanic canuot in after life 'look down on 
him as an inferior, whatever the , conventional position of the 
two 'may be. Or if the rich man's son have brains as well as ' for-
tune, the poor man's son can never attribute to fortune only the 
lead that he may take in after life. The school is thoroughly 
democratic, and each pupil learns in . it that it depends on him-
'self alone what place he may take in after life, and that, although 
, society' may be divided in to planes, there is no system of caste 
, I 
and, no barrier in the way of social success, except the want of 
character and ability tq attain it. 'The associations of the cl)m-
, mOn school utterly prevent anything like selvility in the relation 
" 
of classes in after life, and although it is sometimes made a little 
00 manifest that "one man is as good as another, and a little 
'better," on the part of those who are more eager than discreet in ' 
their effort to rise, yet on the whole the relation of the various 
classes which must in the nature of things always and everywhere 
exist, is that of mutual respect, and anything like the old world 
distinctions of caste and rank would seem about as absurd to one 
as to the other. The common school is the solvent of race, 
creed. nationality and condition. 
In another way the discipline of the 'schools affects the processes 
of manufacture. In the schools, cleanliness, order, and regular , 
habits are enforced, with deference to the teachers and respect 
for authority; and in these later, years, coupled with the teach-
ing of music and drawing in all the principal towns and cities' 
When children thus trained are removed to the mill or the work - , 
shop, habits of order and cleanliness, with some <esthetic taste, 
are already established. Nothing strikes an American manufac-
turer with so much surprise as the extreme untidiness of the large . 
textile mills of England, and the dreariness of the factory towns . . 
In this respect, however, it must be confessed that the manag~rs 
of the ,New England mills are greatly aided by the absence of 
smoke, the CO'll commonly used being anthracite. MU'ch sur-
pri'le is often expressed by our foreign visitors at the amount' of 
decoration permitted in the fitting of stationary and locomotive 
engines, and in much of our machinery, but bad as the taste dis-
played may sometimes be, it is neverl heless a fact that su,ch en-
gines or machines are better cared for and kept in better repair 
than where no individuality, so tospeak, is permitted. On one' 
of our great railways the attempt was not long since made to dis-
patch the locomofives as they happened to arrive at the 'central 
station, sometimes with one, and sometimes with another engine-
driver; but the immediate and great increase in the repair ac -
count caused the corporation to return very soon to the custom · 
ary plan of giving each driver his own locomo,tive with which he 
'may be identified. 
1 he instruction of the school also gives ,every pupil a superfi -
Clal knowledge, if no more, of the geography i nd resources of 
the country, which the universal habit 'of reading newspapers 
keeps up. Hence comes the alm<;>st entire absence of any fi~ed 
character in the labor of the country-every boy believes that he 
can achieve success somewhere else if not at home. No conges-
tion of labor can last long-~he war and the succeeding railway 
ll.1ania combined conceptrated popUlation at certain points to a 
greater extent than ever happened before, and it has, taken five . 
years to overcome th~ difficulty; but within these five years a 
million new inhabitants in Texas, half a million in Kansas ... and ' 
probably a million and a half added to the population of Neow- . 
, . , 
ka, Colorado, Minne~ota, and the far north-west, indicate that 
'the evil has already fO,und a remedy. 
HEALTH IN TfIE SCHOOLS. 
William Blaikie, the' author of ' 'How to Get Strong, and Hew':' ' . 
1'0 Stay So;" 'spoke befo~e the Brooklyn Teachers: Ass0ciation 
the other afternoon on "Physical Education." I want, said he, 
to see if in an informal talk we can't hit upon some ,way i~.which 
we can bring the physical education of school children down to 
a practical basis. Our children, who are healthy and buxom 
when they begin school 'work, come out pale, sickly, and' with 
round ~h<?uld,ers. If, you require the children under you t~ sit 
far baak on a chair and to hold their chins up, yo~ wilt cure 
<them of being round-shoulde,red, and the lungs and ,otheI' vitll'l 
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organs will have free and healthy play. Another simple plan is 
to have the children bend over backward until they can see the 
ceiling. This exercise for a few minutes each day will work a 
wonderful transformation. If a well-qualified teacher could be 
employed fo superintend 'the physical development of the chil-
dren, the best results would be seen. 
Years ago they hit upon a plan at West Point for straightening 
up the boys, and you wont see a crooked cadet in the place. If 
, . you will double down upon your stomach, your vital organs, your 
lungs will not have a chance. You must be careful not to go too 
fast. The boy who does too much is lame for days afterward. 
He wants guidance and judgment. Let there be some one to 
overlook him. Give him mo~erate exercises, and he will have 
a bp.tter chance in life. He will not break down where others 
will. Exercises in schools may be simple, and the .appliances 
economical. A little exercise a day orings the pupils health, 
vigor, and largely increased vitality. No apparatus is needed at 
the start.- You can strengthen the muscles and enlarge the lung 
-power without them. 
USES OF 'IHE BLACKBOARD: 
FRANK E. ROBSON, Lansing, Mich. 
IN treating of the uses of the blackboard, we shall perhaps tread , upon ground foreign to our theme. We find the uses divided 
into two clas.ses: (I) uses by the teacher, and (2) uses by the 
" pupil. ,We frequently find that the operations of one class are 
the same as those of the other, or analogous to them, but the pur-
'poses of each are entirely distinct. That of the teacher is prin-
cipally for illustration; that of the pupil principally for drill in 
principles already developed, and for the education of special 
faculties, the , development of which, from the nature of the case, 
should precede certain others. 
The blackboard is the teacher's ever-ready helpmate-in skill-
ful hands, a willing and efficient tool. There is not a subject 
in the broad field of educational work, which does not offer some 
opportunity for its use. All pupils, and esp~cially those in lower 
&rades, learn much and learn quickly from illustrations. For 
tbis reaso:;, if no other, their books are filled with pictures, often 
colored, that they may' appear more natural, certainly more at-
.tractive. The pupil is thus enabled to comprehend the malter 
quickly, perhaps acting on the pl'inciple that "se,eing is believ-
ing." Here, then, is our reason for frequent blackboard work 
By the te'lcher. Almost any geography, reading, spelling, or 
grammar lesson will present an opportunity for ilIusfration. 
Nearly the entire effort of the pupil's first year in school is to en-
large his vocaimlary; a!ld the same 'effort, in a minor degree, 
, lasts throughout his life. , How necessary then, that the eadiest 
~fforts be efficient; that the vocabulary be made' lasting, and 
" Supp0I:ted by accurate definitions. Narrations and descriptions, 
practice sentences in grammar, and hery spelling lesson, are full 
of words, the definitions of which cannot be more clearly or more, 
forciQly presented than by a sketch, though a rude one.' 
tr ndoubtedl y, writing off<!rs the gre~test field for the ' teacher's 
use of the board. The principle here involved is the one pre-
viously mentioned '! we are more re~dy to believe and under-
stand what we se~, than ~hat we hear. Between ,closely allied or 
simIlar forms it is difficult to distinguish differences, though 
numerous; but in extremes the differences are so prominent that 
they are readily observed: How well these facts are illustrated 
in the cOPY-Qook: af the average pupil, who canQot write more 
than six or eight lines before the last line will appear worse than 
the first! Whatever the causes of this, the pupil is blinded by 
the similarity of forms. No form is made exactly like its prede-
cessor, yet the differences are not prominent enough to attract 
his attention. At this point the instructor can produce the 
means by which these errors may be corrected. Present to the 
pupil the extremes; not by writing in the copy-book of the pu-
pil-for by so doing, you only present a different error, which 
the child wiil surely copy-but step to the board, draw correctly 
the letter or form in question, and beside it reproduce the form 
found in the pupil's work. The comparison is striking, often 
ludricrous. Bya few strokes of the crayon, one can present the 
relations of G, H, and K; B, P, and R; F, L, S, and T; the 
parallels in M" N, U, V, and W; the graceful curves and paral-
lels in F and T; and the proper spacing of D. These relations 
are not such as exist between tribes and races; they are closer, 
more' like those of the family. 
The teacher's use may be considered as a helpmate, one almost 
indispensable. That of the pupil certainly ,cannot be considered 
in so uncertain light,-it is a necessity, the want of which pro-
duces manifold difficulties not easily overcome when once estab-
lished, yet taken in season are quickly destroyed. 
In whatever part of the educational field our work may be, the 
result to be obtained is the same. The "sum total" of the work 
is embodied in the ·expression so often ' given as advice by the 
ever-present and too frequently shallow critic 'ofthe;public schools 
of the day. It is the few words: "Teach the pupils to think," 
If these would-be "reformers" would nO,t be in quite such a hurry 
to place their productions in print, and would give the matter 
even half the attention which it demands j investigate the work-
ings which they decry, they certainly would not dare give thIS 
advice, without at least suggesting some plan by which it might 
be accomplished. The saDIe persons call upon the schools-do 
not visit them-then rush before the people and utter the trite 
remark that: "education is not stuffing the pupil with facts and 
figures," and a hurrying, crowding populacc, giving it , half a 
thought, applaud and call it wisdom. , Yet the same pen', the 
same popular voice, with orie deafening shout, proclaim the ,in-
dividual wonderful who uses these facts and figures,-has th~m 
as they say "at his tongue's end;" call him a statesman of the, 
greatest ability, and reward him with a "fat" office. ' The enor ' 
of both author and people is that they view the end, without opce 
thinking of the means by which it was reached. ' They applaud 
,thought, but forget that it must be preceded by memory and 
imagination, and without them ~oes not exist. In educating 
these powers 'of representation, it is our duty to develop the,m 
well; nat that this is the only consummation to be obtained, 
but tbat it is a necessity for advancement. We can ,hardly say 
that, thinking is a sequence of memory, but it is developed after 
it, and when once brought into the' field, the memory becomes , 
its basis and its aid. If this be the arrangement that nature has 
provided, it certainly is the plan for us to follow. It then be-
com(~s a cardinal principle of' Qur work to educate well the mem,. 
qry, that thought may have a firm basis. As a caution we add: 
do not attempt:entirely to perfect the representative powers be-
fore giving the, thinking powers a chance to act. ' We need not 
stuff the mind,, ~but ,should give it as much ,as it can digest well, 
and retain a healthy appetite. ,Of tile many , means which may 
be, and should be used in drilling the ' representative an!i think:.' 
ing powers, only the blackboard is to receive our present atten-
tion. 
, 
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in studies of a descriptive, narrative, or argumentative nature 
we seldom find the hoard used ; yet flu class of studies offers a 
wider field for doing productive labor . . A reading lesson offers 
varied exercises ; a paragraph may be paraphrased ; a synopsis 
made of the whole selection, or of some of its parts; a list made 
• of the princpal persons or things mentioned, or topics discussed. 
Geography, grammar, botany, zoology, and kindred studies offer 
equally extensive fields for similar work. Definitions, statements 
and 'rules may be 'given to pupils to write upon the board, while 
others are giving the same by oral recitations. 
The use of the board in arithmetic and grammar requires more 
than a passing notice. In Arithmetic, probably the board is used 
more than in any other study, and we think that careful investi-
gation will compel you to add, that in no other study are the good 
results less. This deplorable result is in a great measure due to 
the fact that the board work is not properly supported by what 
is commonly denominated mental work. Board work is impos-
sible without mental work. It is but the placing in black and 
white what the mind produces in its subtle workings. It is not 
the end, but is the means to an end. Forgetting this, the board 
work is taken for an explanation, an explanation for an analysis, 
and we think because the pupil has several times performed the 
work, without giving the analysis, that he can always do it. The 
effects of the omission of the analysis are cumulative, hence not 
.- (iiscovered until great injury has been done-injury which often 
takes m~nths. perhaps years to repair. It is true, that unless the 
p'upil 'has been told, he must first make an analysis in his own 
mind, before he clm possibly place the example upo~ the board, 
but if he lose the faculty of analysis, the board work becomes 
u'leJess. The figures are but barren symbols, unless they repre-
sent conditions and things, with which the mind must work. The 
problem is a drill (or the mind, and the board work simply a 
method of relieving the memory, that it may more easily and 
quickly pel form its duty o(aiding the thinking powers. What 
has been said of arithmetic, is eql\ally true of work in gram-
mar; when exer<:ises in diagraming are practiced . To over-
come this evil, the stunting of the reasoning powers, as it ap · 
pears.in both branches, we must analyze orally or by writing 
the ~ame upon the board; thus, in the latter case, making an ac-
ces~ory to evil do pennance. 
Besides these special effects of the exercises mentioned, we 
have constantly been giving drill in matters usually slighted or 
laid aside for a better time, which D.<'ver arrives. We have been 
reaching spelling. in its best form; made grammar real and jJrac· 
tical by constantly using the rules of composition, punctuation, 
a~d the rules for the use of capital letters ; ina single day, givmg 
the pupil more practice in writing than, under ordinary circum-
stances would be given in a week. In fact, we have become 
magicians and made dead bones lively, and horrible ghosts pleas-
ant companions. 
There is yet another kind of board work which is worthy of. 
considerable attention ; map-drawing and figure drawing. We 
are very apt to count map-drawing as nothing more than a varia-
tion of routine. To some pupils it is a pastime; to others drudg-
ery; too seldom a duty. A good . map looks finely upon the 
boaTd and thus adds to the pleasantness of the room. If DO other 
reason couJd be presented, this alone would make the practice 
worthy of'encouragemem, but· there are stronger reasons for urg-
. ing the. practice. Befl)re the pupil can put any map, figure, or 
other illustration upon ·the board, the original must be studied; 
not studied as-.one studies a map when looking up map questions, 
hastily, and ·.si~ply to find certain localities, rivers, capes" or 
bays. It requires a comparison of distances, a study of particu-
lars, of form, of relations. It requires so minute and close study, 
that by a little practice, say twice drawing, a sixth grade pupil 
can make a very respectable map, or figure, from memory, while 
advanced pupils ~an do accurate memory work with even less 
practice. I know of no exercise that will make geography more 
practical, make it more lasting, than will this work of map draw-
ing. What ha,s been said of map drawing is not less true of fig-
ure drawing in astronomy, botany, or zoOlogy. Besides these 
reasons, another exists which already may have suggested itself 
to the reader: the drill which it affords the necessary.precedent 
and accessory of thought-the representative power. 
One more word about our friend ' and helpmate. Blackboard 
work is but one of the many ways by which we are to accomplish 
the gre~t end of teaching pupils to think. At one time it may 
prove to be the best and only way ; again it will, by improper 
use, show itself to be one of the greatest evils. In the teacher's 
list of aids and appli lnces, which are as various as his mind is 
active, it does not necessarily rank above, but holds an equal 
rank with several others. When used alone, its effects are per-
ceptible, and used in connection with other meahs, it becomes a 
mighty power, producing work of like magnitude. 
OUR GIRLS. 
Perhaps no class of persons come in for a larger share of criti-
cism than our American girls. While some of it may be just and 
deserving, the bulk of it is unjust and an inpertinence on the 
part of scribblers who know little of what they write. One writer 
charges them as a class "with being frivolous" -"fond of show, 
and greedy for society." Another says: "~t is dangerous for a 
young man to think of matrimony, unless he has a fortune at his' 
disposal." Another mourns for the days of simplicity of our 
grandmothers." Doubtless all of these carpers have personal 
reasons for their complaints, for it is in the knowledge of every 
observer that there are foolish, frivolous American ·girls, just as 
there is a multitude of young men whose mothers blush for them. 
But, taken as a class, every fair . observer will brand the above 
charges as false. Without detracting a single honor, and in full 
be~ief of the nobility and womanly virtues of our grandmothers, 
we assert that the American girl of to ·day is her worthy succes-
sor-the heir to every womanly virtue. Nay, mor~, she has, in 
addition to that inheritance, and under the broader civilization 
and culture. obtained through the open doors of seminary and 
college, added year by year unnumbered graces to the old mod-
el. Nor can these virtues be classed simply as impracticable and 
suited only to hours of recreation; they are .of that substanti~J 
character which enters. into a fulfillment of the promise, "it-is 
not good t hat man should be alone; I will make him a help meet 
for him." It is a positive misfortune that so many-young men 
misunderstand the nobility and the 10Yll-lty of love that belongs 
to the American girl, and defer matrimony "until they are rich l ' 
until they "can furnish her such a home," as her father through 
a long struggle from poverty has made for her. Thousands have 
made just such mistakes. Instead of marrying for love and work-
ing for their money, they seek the money, and somebody mar-
ries them because they have obtained it. Thus a lat'ge class are 
thrown, so to speak, upon the market, for time-servers and 
fortune seekers, who appreciate more the glitter of diamonds and 
jewels than the fragrance of the orange blossoms that'llshers in-· 
the new life. It is safe to say this conditJon .is Dot woman's. 
choosing. :Left to her candid, free choice, not one woman in 
fifty but will ' give. her hand. where her · heart ' has been won, to a . 
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_ man whose nobility of character and manhood has impressed it-
self upon her, regardless of any accumulated wealth. Doubtless 
there are myriads of old bachelors in comfortable quarters who 
will go on dreaming of the home of the future , but let them be-
ware, lest when that hoped-for day comes, they find they are by 
education unfitted to enjoy it. That the young women of Amer-
ica lire frivolous, and refuse to share, willingly, humble homes 
,with honorable, honest men, is an unjust accusation. The 
American girl is the peer of any woman upon the globe, or any 
that has lived in the history of the past. By the time-honored 
rules and conventionalities of society she modestly awaits to be 
called to preside over her future home. Many thousand young 
men "in our cities and over the land would have been saved from 
vicious lives, now undermining all their foundations o'f manhood, 
had 'they earlier made their choice, and taken in to their counsels 
some honest, cultivated, warm-hearted woman. Let them for-
sake their evil ways and reform ere it be everlastingly too late. 
-Inter Ocean. ' 
THE BIRDS. 
One day in the bluest of summer weather, 
Sketching under a whispering o .. k, 
I heard five bobolinks laughing together 
Over 'some ornithological joke. 
What the fun was, I couldn't discover-
Language of birds is Ii riddle on earth; 
Wha_t could they find in white-weed and clover 
To split their sides with such musical mirth? 
Was it some prank of the prodigal summer-
Face in the cloud or voice in the breeze-
Querulous cat-bird-woodpecker drummer-
Cawing Of crows high over the' trees? 
Was it some chip-mur k's chatter-or weasel 
Under the stone wall stealthy and sly?-
Or was the joke about me at my easel, 
Trying to catch the tints of the sky? 
Stilllhey flew tipsily, shaking all over, 
Bubbling with jollity, brimfull of glee-
While I sat listening deep in the clover 
Wondering what their jargon coula be. 
'Twas but the voice of a morning the brightest 
I That ever dawned over yon shadowy hills ; 
'Twas- but the song of all joy tbat is. lightest;-
Sunshine breaking in laughter and bills. 
Vain to conjecture the words they are singing, 
On1Y 'by tones can we follow the tune; .--
II) the full heart of the summer fields ringing, 




Queen 'EliZlbeth, at the end of a most prosperous reign; begun 
amid dangers and difficulties that were overcome by bold meas-
ures and prudent councils, died exclaiming, "Ah, my posses-
sions for a moment of time." ' 
. 'George IV. met death with almost a jes~ upon his lips. Turn-
-ing to Sir Walter Raleigh on whose arm he leaned, he said: 
"'Watty, what is this? It is death, my boy, and they have de-
ceived us." 
The Danish sovereign, Frederick V., greatly belov~d by his 
subjects, cried, "There is not a drop of -blood on my hands," 
as he p,assed away. , . 
Henry VIU., who had altered the whole course of monastIc 
life in England, exclaims, "Monks! monks! monks!" 
, Ed~a:~? VI.: the wan -boy King, with his fast-fading eyes, com-
mended 'his soul to God, "Lord, take my spirit," and Cromwell, 
as -he listened to the discourse of those about him, said,· "Then I 
am safe,'" and was silent 'for-ever-. 
- -<the last word of Charles 1. on the scaffold to Ar~hbishop Jux-
SOil was "Remember," referring to his desire that his son Charles 
should forgive his father's murderers. 
Anne Boleyn, iri .the same terrible situation, clasped her fair 
neck, saying, "It is small, very smallj" ann Sir Thomas Moore, 
as he yielded himself to the executioner, said, "For Illy coming 
down Jet me shift for myself." 
Wolfe, dying in the midst of victor v on the hattlefickl, and 
hearing of the enemy's retreat, cried "What! do they run already} ' 
Then I die happy ?" Sir Philip Sidney, after he had relinquished 
-the draught of water to an humbler comrade, though parched 
with thirst, turned him round to die, saying, "Let me behold 
the end of this world with all its vanities." 
Mirabeau desired to die while delicious strains of music floated 
on the air, but his last utterance was a demand for laudanum to 
drown pain and consciousness. 
Mozart's last words were, "Let me hear once more those notes 
so long my solace and delightj" but HaY9n, forgetful of his art, 
c~ied, "God preserve my Emperor." 
Alfieri's sympathetic nature displayed itself in "Clasp my han<;l, 
dear friend, I die." 
Goethe cries, "Light, more light j" Tasso, "In tuos manos. 
Dominie j" Byron, "Come, come, no weakness j let's be a man 
to the last j I rnus't sleep now," And those who saw his embalm-
ed body in 1824, when brought to England from Missolonghi, : 
in the Florida, and removed to Sir Edward KnatchbuWs house 
in Great George street, where the coffin was opened, describe 
the face as of marble whiteness, the expression that of stern quie .' 
tude, lying wrapped in his blue cloth cloak, the throat and, head' 
uncovered, crisp, curling locks, slightly streaked with gray, 
clustering over the temples, the profile of exceeding beauty. 
EXAMPLE. 
As I was visiting a school, not long ago, the teacher gave me 
a parcel of writing-books to examine. In one of the copies I 
noticed a slight mistake. It consi~ted in but a single letter. Th.e 
copy was designed to be thus: "Good that comes too late IS -
good for nothing." The mistake was in the little word to?, 
which was written with a single 0, whereas it being an adverb 111 
that connection, there should have been two, as above. On call-
ing the attention of the teacher to it, !;he at once recognized the 
error; I'ut it was too late. for the whole page had been written, 
and all the way down the mistake-had been copied. It appeared 
in every line from top to bottom. I was thus forcibly reminded 
of the influence of example. A bad example in a parent is often 
copied by the children. They do as the parent has done- All 
their lives long, from childhood up to old age, they copy his 
mistakes. And serious ones they oftentimes are. The mistake 
in the copy, to which we have alluded, was trivial. No harm 
could resul't. ' But when a parent exhibits .in his daily life some 
great fault, and the child copies it into his own life, the results 
are of len greatly injurious. They prove to the serious harm of 
the child. And oftentimes the fault is copied, not by one gene-
ration merely, -but by several. ' It descends to children's children. 
No parent therefore-can look too carefully to his example. He 
should strive to be' what his children should be, and' what their 
best good, both for this world,_ and the world to come, requ~res 
that they should be.-Selected. 
"My==;=S.='P='A=R=E=M=O=M='E=N~TS.' , 
A, poor country lad cam~ one morning- to ,the door of the ' 
h~ad-master of a celebrated school, and asked to see him. The 
servant eyed his mean clothes, and thinking he looked more 
• 
.' 
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like a beggar than anything else, told him to go round to the 
kitchen. The boy did as he was desired, and soon appeared at 
the back door; 
"I should like to see Mr. --," said he. 
"You want a breakfast, most likely," said the servant; "and 
I can give you that without troubling him." 
"Thank you," said the boy; "I've no objection to a bit of 
bread, but I should lIke to se ' Mr. --, if he can see me. "-
"Some old clothes, may be you want," remarked the servant 
again eyeing the boy's patched clothes. "I tqink he has none 
to spare" and without at all minding the boy's request, she 
went about her work. 
"Can I see Mr. --?" again asked the b:>y, after eating his 
bread and butter. 
"Well, he's in the library; if he must be interrupted, he 
must, but he does like to be alone s )metimes,' i said the girl in a 
peevish tone. Opening the library door, she said, "Here's 
somebody, sir, who is very anxious to see you, and so I let him 
in. " 
I do not know how the boy introduced himself, or how he 
opened his business, but I know that after talking a while, the 
principal put aside the paper he was studying and took up a 
Latin book and began to examine the new comer. The exam-
ination lasted some time. Every question which the principal 
asked', the boy answered as readily as could be. Well!" ex-
claim'ed the principal, "you certainly do well!" looking at the 
boy from' head to foot, over his spectacles. "Why, my boy, 
where did you pick up so much ?" "In my spare moments," 
answered the boy. 
Here he was, poor, and hard-working, with but few opportu-
nities for schooling, and yet almo,t fitted for college, by simply 
improvil)g his spare moments! . Truly, are not the spare mo-
ments the' 'gold dust of time?" How precious they should be ! 
And yet, how apt we are to wasle them? . 
What account .can you give of your spare moments? What 
can you show for them? Look and see. This boy could tell 
you how much, how very much can be laid up by wisely improv · 
ing them; , and there are many, many other boys, I am afraid, in 
the jail, in the house of correction, in the forecastle of a whale 
ship, in the gambling-house or the tavern, who, if you could ask 
theu"i when they began their sinful courses, might answer, "In 
my spare moments." "In my spare moments I gambled for 
marbles." "In my 5p~re moinents I began to smoke and drink." 
"It was in my spare moments that I first began to steal chestntlt~ 
from the old woman's stand." "It wa~ ill my spare moments 
that ' I got aquainted with wicke~ associates." Take care of 
your spare moments !-Tlle Cllitdrm's Ruord. 
schools and the' teachers duties which belong alone to the home 
and the parents of the children. No child should be allowed to 
enter our public schools under the age of six years, and their ad-
mission should be limited exclusively to the opening of the spring 
term. Under the present practice our lower primary departme'nts 
are nearly "swamped" in their efforts to do the work assigned 
them; the teachers are over worked and the grades above ~re 
embarrassed by the accession of so many immature and ill p~e­
pared recruits from belo·N. 
But one of the worst results of this vicious practice is··the en-
courage~lent it affords to the tatal con~eption in the public mind 
that the education of our children can be hurried and pusfied 
without regard to the age, growth, and comparative maturity of 
their powers of mind and body. Hence we see in our grammar · 
and high schools, to say not lung of the normal schools, colleges. 
and universities, scores and hundreds .of pupils whose studies are 
beyond their years, and the degree of the maturity of their fa-, 
culties. To all such the school life is little else than a vague an~ ' , 
profitless struggle after words, while the great uFliverse of ideas , 
and truths remains an undiscovered and undiscoverable country . . 
-Supt. Wm. F Phelps, Winona, Minn. 
NOTES. 
, -Prof. R. K. Huehrlc, Sup!. of Reading public schools, Penn., has been 
elected superintendent at Lancaster, at a salary of $1,500. 
-Prof' Geo. P. Beard has resigned his position as Principal of the Slate 
Normal School of the Tenth District of Pennsylvania. 
- Jos. E. Temple, a retired merchant of Philadelphia, has dohated $60,. 
000 to the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts. 
-It is said that the salaries of professors and assistant professors in Harv- . 
ara University are to be increased respectively from $4,:100 to $4,5.00, ~d 
from $2,000 to $3.000. . 
-W. II. Cole has been re·elected for three years superintendent of the 
publiC; school of Marysville, Ohio. 
- W·.· H. Beltz has been employed for another year in Limaville, Ohio, 
where he has taught for the last nine years. 
- J. G. Scofield has been elected superintend~nt of the public schools oli _ 
Caldwdl, Ohio, as successor of J. M. McGinniss. 
-One of the neatest and' most promising of the many new teachers' jour-
nals which come to tbeoffice of the WEEKLY is the WesttrH Educational 
Rroiew, puhlished at Fort Scott, Kansas. It is under tbe auspices of the Kan-
sas Normal College, D. E. Sanders and S. M. Cutler, assQciate principals. -
- The Western Stationer and Printer, Chicago, has steadily grown in size 
as well as interest since tbe first number appeared about four month's ago. It 
now contains sixteen pages, with perbaps an inset, and is aheady regarded 
as in~ispensable by the -trades it represents. J. Sawtelle Ford is edito~ and 
proplietor. 
-Good Company has already won a place among our best magacines, and . 
with very many it has become a favorite. Number Eight contains the usual 
variety of rich and enjoyable ·things. It opens with a,story by Mrs. Rebecca 
Harding Davis. The otber stories are ' ''A Tale of the North Shore" and 
THE SCHOOL OR THE NURSERY? 'Not in the Curriculum." "Barbary Island" or the last number is followed 
One of the greatest evils that stand in the way of the efficien- by "The Schoolmistress on Barbary Island," a Quaint and interesting story. 
. A readable paper on "Archery as It Is" is by Maurice Thompson, the well-
cy and progess. of our system of education in this city..is the prac- known authority on this subject. E. S. Gilbert contributes an article,'entitlcd 
tice, permitted by a general law of the state, and sanctioned by "Spring Flowers." Mr. George M. Towle 'writes interestingly of Castelar, 
a bad custom, of allowing at all times the admission of these al- the Spanish Statesman, and Edward Abbott gives some account of Mary Car-
together too "raw recruits" to the ranks of our school. popula- penter, the devoted English philanthropist, whose visit to this country some 
[ion. ' It is an evil that calls loudly for redress. Neither the years since will be recafled. There are also "Getting Breakfast at Bruges,'" 
city nor the state can afford to go into this human ' nursery busi- "The Preacher in Print," "As to Family Newspapers," and other articles 
ness. What right have we to complain of the extreme tendency Reverend Washington Gladden, who has hitherto had sole charge of the de 
toward a,paternal government while we are thus fostering and partments "Editor's Table" and. "Literature" in Good Company, has relin-
. . " . ' . quished his connection with the magazine, all of which is now under the e~:ouragmg ~his SPi:lt from the earliest childhood of our commg 'supervission of Edward F. Merriam, who has had the exclusive management 
citizens? ThiS practice tends to weaken the sense o£ parental re- I of the contributor's department. Published at.springfield, Mass., at $3.00 per ' . 
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·THE SCHOOL-ROOM. 
To the Editor if Mathematical Department : 
We notice in Number 156 a critidsm by you on our method of solving an 
example in compo'md interest. As neither the problem nor method of solu. 
tion is mentioned in th~ criticism we think perhaps a short explanation may 
be in order. You say "The only way tbat misunderstandings arising from 
th~ common methods of computing interest can be avoided is to consider the 
time divided into an infinite number of intervals, and to compound the inter· 
est an infinite number of times." 
When an example in compound interest is correctly and clearly stated there 
need be no difficulty in the solution; and we think that the most prolific source 
of misunderstanding is from the fact that examples are not clearly statfd: "For 
instance, the compound amount of a dollar in two years and six month~ at 
8 per cent is not I.08XI.08 X I.04 according to his view." 
This statement is' indefinite. The interest may be compounded amlually , 
or it may be compounded semi-annually, or it may be compounded a part an-
nually and a part semi.annually, or it may be compounded every imtant . The 
example and solution referred to as publi~hed in N ormal institute, edited by 
Prof. J. A. Holmes, of Qttawa, Ill., is as follows: 
· . What is the compound interest of $1,114.13 at 8 per cent per annum com· 
pounded annually for 2Yz years. AIlS. $236,372. 
The solution of examples of this kind, as taught in nearly all of our arith· 
metics, is erroneous and makes the interest too great. 
The common solution is I.08XI.08XI.04XIl14.13-III4.13=$237.372 
interest. 
The true solution is I.<VlX 1.08X V' I.08X I 114.13-11\4.13=$236.372 int. 
The ;:ommon or erroneous method makes too much by just$l.oo. 
Th~ solution of thIS example is strictly in accordance with the following 
clearly defined proposition which we think has never been called in question 
by any mathematician, viz.: The amount of $100, at interest compounded an-
nually for any numher of years, is equal to the amount of $100 for one year 
raised to a power denoted by the numher of years. 
D. H. DAVISON. 
PROBLEM. 
A debt 01 $600 is paid in six tqual annual installments with interest at 8 
per cent per annum compounded every instant. One of the equal payments 
is made before any jntcrest accrues; the balance annually. Required one of 
the equal payments. D. H. DAVISON. 
OF INTEREST TO TEACHERS. 
MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY, CHAIR OF THE SCIENCE AND THE ART OF -
:rEACHING. 
ANN ARBOR, May I, 1880. 
DBA1l SIR:-Among those who are graduated each year from this Univer-
sity, there are m'!m and women who gesign to teach; and since the establish. 
ment of a chair devoted exclusively to the Science and the Art of Teaching, 
these stuaents are making a professional study of their art, thereby fittmg 
· themselves to become superintendents and principals of schools, instructors , 
ill colleges, ' seminaries and normal schools, assistants in high schools, etc. 
Some of the students in this department are txperienced teachers, whose 
.uccess in positions to which they may be called will he assured almost be-
· yond doubt; while all who may be commended for employment will li;we re-
ceived that kind of preparatory training which, in other professions, is accept-
ed as an eqUivalent, in part, for actual expenenc!l. 
When applications are made for teachers, recommendations will be hased 
on th_e stated requirements and upon the special fitness of the candidate; and 
no recommendatIOn will he made by me that does not receive the sanction of 
the President and of heads of departments. 
W.H. PAYNE. 
.4pprovtd by 
JA'MES B. ANGELL, President. 
==== === 
, # -The best aellingbOOk published by the Appletons is. "Webster's Speller." 
This little book haa the largest sale of any book in the -:vorld except the Bi-
ble-one million copies a year. This haS 'been the average for forty years 
past, making 40,000,000 Spellers that have issued from the press of the Ap-
petons. The year following the war, 1,500,000 copies were sold, the Increase 
being due to the demand for the book among the freedmen. 
. TEACHERS' LiBRAR Y. 
Physicians, clergymen, aI\d lawyers find it imperatively necessary to read 
and study constantly, but teachers, who occupy in society. positions of haldly 
less importance and responsibility, (for what labor can be greater or more 
imrortant than the developing and molding of immortal mind. ,) do not, with 
a few honorable exceptions, follow the worlhy example 01 Ih, ir lear'n, d 
friends. This IS to be deprecated, since on this account the prof~ssion of 
teachmg has fallen into disrepute, and there has ari>en a common Lehef that 
anyone can teach, although he may have faile.d in eVHY oth. r v')cation. 
"Keeping school" however i s one thing, but teaching quite another. A good 
teach er, one worthy of his hire, is a faithful student. No teacher can a/f.)rd 
to be without a library; but if salaries will not allow thi', there ~hould be 
connected with every large school a professional library. Of the importance 
of reading, a writer has recently said, "A wise teacher reasons as a woman 
does when she buys a sewing machine, or as a farmer does when he buys a 
mowing machine. He avails himself of the thoughts and discoveri~s of olh-
ers on education. Hence the importance of educational publications; they 
are certain'ly the cheapest, readiest, and surest means a teacher can employ tl} 
keep him sell and his school up in front. To be a first·class teacher, you must 
know what the most skillful of your profession wOllld do if in your place." 
The teachers of the Appleton street school feeling the need of profes>ional 
works on education have raised by subscription, through the generosity of 
their fri ends, $352, with which they have purchased two hundred and forty 
volumes, and are prepared to increase the uumber to three hundred. In ref-. 
erence to the selection of these books, some of the leading educators of the 
country were consulted, such as Hon. J. W. Dickinson, of BObtoll, Supt. S. 
Eliot of Boston, Prof. J. G. Scott; of Westfield, Supt. _A. P. Stone, of Spring- ' 
field, Hon. J. D. Philbrick, of Boston, and Henry Barnard LL. D.ofHart-
ford ' Mr. Philbrick wrote as follows: "1 should advise you to purcbase Dr. 
Barnard's Journal of Education and turn over its pages by day and by night." 
Supt. Ellot said, ~ 'Biographies, not only of.teachers~ but of stholars, men and 
women, literary, scientific, and artistic, are among the very best material for II 
teacher's library." 
As has been before stated, th'! teachers hold weekly meetings for the dis-
cussion of educational questions. At this time the eleven teachers take books 
from the library which is the principal's room. A record of the hooks is kept, 
and the principal holds himself responsible for the books. Last term a hun- . 
dred volumes were taken out and read. The teachers) ead two weekly pub-
lications, The ,New Englrmd J ournal if E ducation, and The EDUCATIONAL 
WEEKLY 01 Chicago, also three monthly publications, The Tlte Pennsylvania 
School J ournal, Barnes' E ducational Monthly, and the Primary Teacher. 
At the end of the year tcese are bound and put into the library. The teach· 
erS are aware of some of their de1iciencies and know tbat their school is not 
per/ect, but thdr labors are in tbe dreclion of growth and improveme,nt, 
They would be glad to have all the parents visit their school. They invite 
honest and intelligent criticism.-Holyoke, Mass., Transcript. 
A NEW OFFER! 
ro every subscriber who will send u~ two dollars betore July 
1,1880, we willsendafirst·rate binder for the WEEKLY, and ex-
tend his subscription one ye-ar. This does not apply to new sub-
scribers. We believe in renewals. Most p~blishers make their, 
best offers to new-subscribers, but we prefer to favor those . who 
have aU-eady shown their interest in the WEEKLY and become 
our friends by subscribing for it. 
New subsr.ribers are acceptable ' enough, but -we prefer to re-
tain a thousand names on our list rather than exchange them for 
a thousand new ones. 
So get a binder which will preserve the papers, as they are 
published, simply by sending us your renewal before the old 
subscription runs out, . . ' 
Or, if you have recently renewed; or can not now spare the 
money, send $2 00 for some one else, who is not a . subscriber, 
and we will send the paper to him and the binder to you. ' . 
, I@"'The Binder mentioned above is a new invention and not 
yet obtainable from' the manufacturer. ' Weshall probably not be 
able to send out any for' a month yet, but credit will be given fpr 
all renewals after this date, and the Binders forwarded as early 
as possible. , . 
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THE CHILDREN'S HOUR. 
Conducted by MIss S. P. BARTLETT. 
[This Department may be read by scholars, or, by teachers and scholars,] 
Good manners are a part of every little boy's and girl's educa-
tion. Without them you will not be loved, or welcomed among 
others. 
Here are "Thirteen things" a late. children's magazine tells us, 
"in which young people render themselves very impoli'te." 
Now I want all the scholars of the WEEKLY to make sure they 
are not among those boys and girls. This is the list; read it, 
and think-if you ever saw any children impolite in any of these: 
THIRTEEN THINGS. 
I. Loud laughing. 
2. Reading when others are talking. 
3. Cutting your nails in company. 
4. Leaving meeting before it is closed. 
5. Leaving a stranger without a seat. 
6. A want of reverence for superiors. 
7. Reading aloud in company without being asked. 
8. Receiving a present without some manifestation of grat-
itude. 
9. Laughing at the mistakes of others. , 
10. Correr:ting older people than , yourselves, especially your 
parents. 
I I • . Beginning to talk before others have finished. 
12. Answering questions put to others. 
13. Beginning to eat as soon as you sit down to the table. 
THE TWO BOA TS. 
A PARABLE. 
Two boats come slowly sailing o'er a lake-
O'er a fair lake among the heathery hills; 
Scarcely the water ripples in their wake, 
Scarcely a breath the outspread canvas fills. 
Then one boat reaches by-and-by its shore; 
With sail and oar the other toils on after. 
"We had to trim our sail and ply our oar 
All in our turn," say voices gay with laughter; 
"And 'were you never weary, this hot noon, 
Weary with trimming sail and our long plying?" 
For answer comes a friendly rope soon thrown, 
And th'e two boats in the same creek are lying. 
Now, children heed my parable: you'll find 
Far o'er your lives its simple lesson reaches; 
When you leave comrades in life's ra,ce behind. 
Practice the deed this little story teaches. 
THE RED BOX AND THE BLUE GLOVE. 
III. 
[Concluded.] 
The little hand reached up, and the first thing it felt within its clasp was the 
soft Blue Glove. 
"Some li~ tle girl has lost her glove," mused blue eyes; "perhaps I can find 
her If I ever get out of this dark closet mvself. I will save it for her.'" So 
saying, she felt farther along the dark, high .:;helt, and the next thing 'she 
touched. was ~omething square, and smooth, and thick, which easily, moved as 
she drew it towards her. You already guess this was no le~s than her own 
Red Box! Into her very hands, at last, h~d the poor Red Box come, lifter all 
iis lonely grieving, wretched days; but Blue Eyes did not even know yet 
what treasure she was Hfting down from its hiding place. She felt quite 
curious to discover, however, and, as she passed her fingers carefully 
over it, I wonder if a little thrill did not stir her heart? 
Climbing down, she seated herself upon the rude corner of the wood bin, 
and into the friendly ray of sunlight she held forth her prize, hoping she might 
discern en~ugh to tell her what she had found. 
That was surely an eager, happy beam that danced into thc dark closet, and 
danced quickly upon the lid of the Red Box. Not only so, but upon a little 
, silver plate in its very centre upon which waS engraved Blue Eyes' own ini-
tialS. As Blue Eyes saw the gleam and the margin of red in which it was ,set. 
the poor 'child gave a cry of delight. 
All alone she clasped her lost treasure to her bosom, and will you think her 
a vtcry foolisb little girl that now the big tears began to drop? "Oh, my Red , 
Box! my Red Box!" murmured she to haself, over and over again; and as 
for the Red Box itself, all it had previously felt, was as nothing in compari-
son with this moment. Live as long as it may, never will it forget what only 
Blue Eye; and itself can fully know , There is 110 record that it has ever 
spoken another word, but its trials all ended, then and-there, and I have no 
duubt it has been too happy to speak ever since. 
Perhaps they neither of lhem knew quite how long they rested thus, until 
the little girl was roused by hearing something for, which her ears were watch-
ful all the time-a step in the school-room. She started up, and shaking the 
closet door, called out, "Oh, Phebe do let me come out-please open the 
door, now!" Quick steps came toward the closet, and swiftly the door was 
unfastened, but PI~ ebe did not open it,-there stood Phebe's and 'Blue Eyes' 
teacher,-a look of surprise, and pain, and something like indignation on her 
good face. "Why, how is this, dear child?" she exclaimed, as trembling and 
tearf.ul little Blue Eyes darted out of the prison, with flushed cheeks, and dusty 
clothes, bearing her precious Red Box held tight. What, indeed, could the 
teacher think? -
Gently she led the chIld fo the great arm,chair by the cool, fresh, silnny 
window, and placed her in t he sweet air; and then, gradually, the history Of 
her trouble with Phebe, and imprisonment in the dark closet was told. 
Blue Eyes had no evil revenge in her soul. She was loth to complain of 
Phebe, after all she had suffered at her hands; and she never told anyone 
but her teacher, and her mother about it. I am not sure she would be willing 
I should tell you, tven though it be to warn you how and where a bad heart 
and wicked deSIres and habits like ~hebe's will lead children. 
I think you see plainly how that is already. 
When school time came, Blue Eyes' sweet face had been all bathed and, 
calmed, her pretty curls were smooth an'd bright, and her clothes brushed 
and when Phebe came rather late to school, there sat Blue Eyes calmly at he 
fuk . 
Just here I better say that Phebe surely meant to nave returned to the 
school house before anyone else, and open the prison door herself, and so 
prevent the teacher from knowing how she had abused her little schoolmate; 
but wicked plans are very apt to fail, and sometimes they bring about their 
own punishment, besides. 
The quiet school went on, just as If nothing I have een telling had hap-
pened. It was a pleasant, orderly school,.dearly loved by the children; and 
I am very sorry to have to admit there was one scholar as wicked as Phebe 
there. How do you think she felt as she sat in the peaceful, cheerful room, 
all tbat long afternoon with ber naughty heart, holding her books before her; 
and trying to get her lesson? 1\ naughty heart needs no accuser, and the 
thoughts of those who have done wrong are quite sure to sting and torment 
them. 
Before school was done' she grew greatly anxious with dwelling -qpon 
wbat might come to herself for what she had done. She could see there was 
trouble in their kind teacher's face, and how could she help feeling guilty 
before her? 
Perhaps you think I can tell you, to finish my story, all that passed between 
that good but just teacher and Phebe afterwards. If you do, you do not 
know how she deals with p:>or wrong doers. When Phebe was bid$ien to 
remain, and the school room doors were closed upon her and her teacher that 
night, no one else w,"s present. Of course you would hardly call that Blue 
Glove or the Red Box anyone-but they were just the witnesses and proof , 
that Phebe !tttle thou,ght of meeting, and before them her heart almost stood 
still. 
I must leave you to imagint', if you can, how that faithful teacher pressed 
home poor Phebe's guilt and cruelty; how she showed Phebe her ,own mis-
erable, envious heart, which made her steal away and hide dear Blue Eyes' 
treasure; and what a servant she lIad become to hatred and spite. I know 
tllat kind teacher's tears fell as well as poor naughty Phebe's before they 
parted, and Pheb~ may well lay to heart the remembrance of that hour ~or a 
life time. She saw her Wicked ways as no one had ever shown them to her 
bel ore, and let us hope and believe she also saw she had gone quite far 
enough in the crooked path that leads downward all the time, and away from 
GOd and true happiness. 
But the strong word try, can turn Phebe, and anyone else frqm darkness 
and evil, to the light arid joy 0(. good ways and works. '".' 
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THE PUZZLE BOX. 
~ 
Answer to "Geographical picnic" in No. 157: Mt. Fairweather. Marion 
and Elizabeth. Long Branch. Green River. S:llmon River. Cape Fare-
well. 
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Why is a horse the most curious feeder in the world? .Because he eats 
best when he has not a bit in his n:outh. 
A sleepy old town-A-nap-olia. 
------------~~-I should like .s9me good puzzles from some of o,ur bright little readers. 
Send them to my address, South Dartmo~th, Mass. 
; 
THE STATES. 
WlSCONSIN.-Supl. Somers, iJf' Milwaukee, has our thanks for a Catalog 
of the Public School Teachets' Library of that city. It contains a list of 
over 600 volumes of standard works. 
Prof. Rockwood must not be held responsible for items in this departmen 
t or the lack of them) for several weeks past. His hands have been more 
than full attending to other dillies . Teachers will do the editors a favor by 
reporting directly to the office of publication. 
Judge Griswold relieved Principal Miller of his duties at Waukesha long 
enough for him to go to Lodi and attend tQe wedding of'a friend,-'-only a 
few days. 
The arinu:lI meeting of the Institute conductors will probably be hell at. 
Madison July 5,6. 
His Excellency, 'Gov. Smith, was occupied nearly two weeks last month at 
Washington, in pr.esenting befpre the Interior Department the claims of Wis-
consin, growmg out of the swamp land grant of 18)0. The result of his mis-
sion is that a basis of adjustment has been agreed upon, which will result in 
securing to the state, at no distant day, a larg(! amount of land, and ~ very 
considerable sum of money. In this settlement, the Normal school work haS 
a decided interest, as one-half of the avails of the swamp land grant has, for 
some years, been added to its fur.d.- Wisconsitt 7 0urnal 0./ E ducation. 
ILLlNOls.-Mr. N. N. McCulloch, of Girard, has assumed charge o( an 
educational column in the Roodhouse RnftnQ. ' 
Asecond Teachers' Sociable will be held at DeKalb Saturday, May 15,com-
mencing at 9.30 a. m. The object of these So.:iables is to make acquaintance, 
cultivate friendship and sociabiiity, to cevise ways and means, to compare 
- methods, to diffuse IDformation, to create and sustain a good feeling among 
teachers. All teaches in this vicinity are cordially invited to be present, pre-
. pared with an earnest little. speech on some of the topics presented for dis 
cussion. P rogram.-9'30, Opening Exercises; 945, Discussion-Shall Ex--
amination be written, oral , or both? 10.30, Recess; 10.45, What shall we 
do with w hisperers ? 11.15, Discussion-Should pupils be kept a~ter school 
to make up lessons? 12.00, Intermission; 2.00, Discussion-Best ways and 
means for teaching:SpeJling; 2.30, Question Drawer; 3.30, Reces,s; 3.45, 
Discussion-How can better results be reached in teaching Language? Com-
mittee.: John T. Ray, Oregon; Jane F~ Hathway,Sycamore; P. R. Walker, 
Rochelle; Miss Webster, DeKaib; Mr. Jones, Blackberry, A. J . Blanchard, 
Sycamorc. 
From the annual report of the board of Education for the town oi Normal 
we gather the particulars of a very interesting legal case. The board formerly 
borrowed money of its president and gave him its bond for $6000. The case 
has gone through all the courts of the state and the decision everywhere ~as 
been tha t the bond cannot be collected and that the board cannot pay the 
bond from school funds, how eyer equitable it may seem that they should 
do so. 
Maxwell & Co., of Bloomington, have issued a second edition of,Met-
calf and DeGarmo's Dictionary work. It has corrected the typographical 
errors of the first and is much neater in appea~ance. 
Marshall county wil~ have its usual institute in July. J . A. H olmes will, as 
usual, assist the superintendent in giving instruction. 
Macoupin county expects to hold a five wet ks session this year. 
Marengo high school has been placed on the Jist of accredited schools 
Miss Fisher, a lady from St. Louis. has charge of the kindergarten de· . 
partment of the Oshkosh Normal School •• 
whose graduafes may enter the State University without examination. '. 
Miss 0 live Coffeen, principal of Cerro Gordo schools, has had a vIgorous 
call to take charge of the schools of Shipman, Ill. It is pleasant to see hard 
work appreciated. James MacAlister bas been chosen by the board of Education of Milwau-
kee to fill the superintendent's chair for the next two years. There was no 
opposing candidate. Thomas Desmond,who has fot!thirteen years been the the 
, faithful and efficient secretary of the board is succeeded by A. Sehattenberg. 
The pupils of the Twelfth District School, Milwaukee, gave a concert last 
Monday evening in aid of their library fund. • 
Roliiri D. Salisbury, of Spring Prairie,-was the successful contestent at the 
oratorical contest at Beloit, to represent the state at Oberlin, in the Inter-state 
contest. . . 
The :next apnual examination. for ~tale certificates will be held in the Senate 
chamber at Madison, beginning Aug. 19 and lasting four days. 
Rev. A. O. Wright, of Fox Lake, has been elected secretary of the State 
Board of Charities and Reform, with a salary of $1500 per year. 
The FI ee Mel hodists 'Will reopen the Evansville seminary next fall. It 
will be managed by a board of thirteen trustees and supervised by the con-
ferences of Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, and Iowa. 
Fred. W. Isham, former superintendent of public schools in Walworth 
county, has purchased an int~rest in a drug store at Elkhorn, and will devote 
his attention to taking charge .of it. 
The State Teachers' Association will-meet July 6,7, 8, ~t Madison. The 
proposed meeting on the lakes was abandoned because not enough member 
t pledg ed themselves to attend. A trip to the Dells of .Wisconsin, is however 
conle'mplafed. · The Washburn Observatory will be opened at least one even· 
ing during the meeting of ~he Association, for the benefit of its members. 
The County Superintendents' Convention will assemble Wednesday after-
noon JuJy 7, In connecti~n with the Teachers' Association at Madison. Supts. 
Frawley, Parsons, and Hosford will present paperi' on live topics. ,Supt. 
L~n is chairn:an of the committee. 
Dr. E. C. H ewett of Normal attended a recent institute at Wilmington and 
took a prominent part in the exercises. It is to be regretted that the Normal 
faculty will have so little opportunity to go am<.mg the institutes of the s~te 
this summer. 
We l~am from one of our exchanges, that there is in Tolono a school di- ' 
rector who can neither read nor write. This 70010wnow is a place that , 
recently abolished the high school. Ignorance must have consideraole 
strength sometimes, for we are told that our school-law's special arrange- " 
ment to kill high schools was first proposed at the instance of the aforesaid 
community. 
The teachers and school officers of Champaign recently had an excursion to . 
. Chicago. No particulars. 
The Intermediate section of Peoria city institute devoted its time at the-
April meeting to the recitation of a fifth year class on South America. pur-
ing the exercise some of the pupils mapped the continent at the board and 
others made a clay model of it. The exercise was very interesting to those 
in attendance. 
The high school of Gibson, Ford county, gradua~es its first class this ye~r. 
W. A. W.etzeJl is elected by the board to remain as principal next year. 
W. J. Dougherty, principal of Mackinaw schoo!s, has accepted a place 
with a prominent law firm at Santa Fe, New Mexico. His position here is 
given to Mr. Chas. Alexander of Pekin. 
The annual commencement of the high school 11t Clinton, De Witt county, 
occurred May 6. The superintendent and the high school principal were the 
recipien~ of presents. 
Many students of the Illinois Weslyan University remember witli affection 
' Mrs. Prof. Jacques. J:!er de~th oc;c~rred .at Bellevile, Ontario, April 24: 
" , 
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Supt. Rourk, of Sangamon county, does much toward awakening school 
interest by rCPorting in the Springfidd papers the observations of his official 
'visits. 
Prof. Henry Floyd recently came from the south into Southern Illinois. 
He has been teaching a ccntntry school and has ~eceived from his director 
oraersfor six months' pay. He has sold orders for eight months' pay and 
will plOba,bly be elected to a pJsition at Chester next year. 
MINNESOTA.-The exercIses of graduation at the St. Cloud Normal School 
took place April 29. It proved to be an occasion of more than usual interest. 
Two dasse~ were graduated, sev('n in the Advanced Course and twenty in 
the Elementary. There wcre in the Advanced five ,gentlemen and two ladie~, 
with an average age of 2Q years each. I,n the Elementary ,twelve gentlemen and 
eight ladies wilh an averageageof2l~ years each. Six nationalities w('re rep-
resented. The entire classes appeared in orations and essays. These were 
of marked excellence, showing independent thought and' careful preparation. 
The interest of the occasion wns enhanced by the presence of Governor Pills· 
bury and nearly all of the Board of Directors. This school, although the 
youngest, is rapidly growing in favor, as appears in the preponderance of 
young men, and the different nationalities represented. This part of the 
stale is heing rapidly settled and with this increase the school is keeping pace. 
MICJlIGAN-H, R. Patten gill has been re-employed as principal of the 
Ilhaca schools, at nn increase in saln,y from $800 to $1000. This will make 
his fifth year as principal of the Ithaca schools. Since his advent the schools 
of Gratiot county have materially improved, and much of their improvement 
is dlfe to the energy and efficiency of Mr. Pattengill in all educational enter· 
prises. 
East Saginaw will erect a new $10,000 school house this year. 
Pres. Angell will take his departure for China May 29' 
Prof. Winchell's new book, "Prcadamites," has made its appearance, and 
elicits much praise for its completeness and the scholarly education which the 
auth~r has shown in its preparation. 
, We 'find an extensive and interestinl; educational department in The L ever , 
published in Grand Rapids. It is edited by J. W. Ewing. The WEEKLY 
welcomes it among its exchanges. 
The Training Class connected with the Kalamaz )o public schools, after a 
year of diligent study of the best "methods of teaching" and plactice in ap-
'plying these methods, are now preparing their essays for graduation. The 
music for this occasion is to be furnished by the pupils from the practice rooms 
conducted by Miss Brearley, one of the Critic teachers. 
"Yuu must wake and call me early 
Call me early, mother deaL" ·. , 
This poem 01 Tennyson's doubtless rang through the minds of many of our 
Primary pupIls as May,day approached. The little people of Kalamazoo cel 
ebrated this spring festival-on the afternoon of May 3. The various little 
Queens were duly chosen by ballot and bore their honors well, much to the 
delight of school·mates, parents, and teachers. 
, The new \Vo~dward Ave. School, Kalamazoo, opened in January, and 
con,ducled upon the plan of having special recitation rooms and special teach 
ers for separate branches of study, is running finely, ~nd with little (if any) 
friction. It is regarded successful thus far, and promises so to continue. 
Supt. E. P. Church, Grel'nvill(', send~ words of good cheer-witb respect 
to labor in his field of work. All goes bravely on, with the harmony between 
teachers and the taught which insures a true success. 
Supt. T . W. Cri~ey, in his roll of honor, makes a capital showing. Flint 
is blessed with an earnest worker in Supt. Crissey, and has shown the appre· 
ciation in which he is held by retallling him at a good salary. 
Michigan has lost a faithful worker in the death of Prof. Waite, af Fenton. 
Hip works will live after him. 
Prof. Forbes, of Brighton, is said to have an added influence over the boys 
because he mingles with them on the play ground in their sports. Brother 
Forbes has struck a key-note tbat will always vibrate in sympathy with the , 
hearts of the boys. 
The' School Board of Cedar Springs invitea Prof. W. A. Fallas, Chesaning, 
to take the position of principal of the Cedar Springs School during the next 
year. Salary, $800. Prof . . Fallas has ta~en ten days to consider. 
Orr Squrtz, '78 principal 01 the Dansville school, has acceepted the princi-
palship of the school at Eaton Rapids for next year. 
OHlo.-The ColumbUS school board are about to build an adttition to the 
First avenue school building-not to cost over $7,375. At the last meeting 
of this board :;iupt. Stevenson teported an enrollment of 7,761 pupils; in the 
high school 461. New furniture is to be purchased for the new school build-
ings. Advertisements have been already authorized. The school fund has a 
balance of $2,676.14 on hand; the library fund $1,01 5.24. 
ILDIANA,-Prof. G. W. Hoss, of the State University, formerly State Su-
perin'endent of Public Instruction, and prominent in all the public educa. 
tional movements in the state for many years past, has resigned his position in 
the University. He leaves Indiana about the first of June for his home in 
Topeka. He will be greatly missed in the educational gatherings of this state, 
where he has always borne a prominent and honorable part. 
Prof. John M. Coulter, of Wabash, has heen honored by an appointment as 
assistant instructor in the summer school of botany of Harvard College. 
The school census of Indianapolis shows an increase of about 700 over last 
year's enumeration. Crawfordsville rePorts 64 between the ages of 6 and 21 
who can neither read nor write. 
Of all the laborious arguments in favor of p~blic high schools that have 
been put forth within the past ten years, perhaps none has stated the case 
more effectually than it ,is put in the followmg "opinion" of State ' Superin-
tendent Smart. It is part of his reply to the question whether it i8 the duty' 
of schoollrustees to provide a course of stndy adapted to the preparation of 
students for college He says: 
"It is' fair to assume that that tbe tru;,tees must provide suitable instruction , 
for all the children who have a right to attcnd school· tbat IS they must 
afford them such instruction as their attainment~ dema~d. If ~ 'child ' haS . 
l'Iaster.ed all ,the primary branches, and, being less than twenty-one years of 
age, still deSIres to attend school, the trustees must provide suitable instruction 
for bim. It is not reasonable to expect him to spend further time on branches 
which he has mastered. The fact that the law permits children to attend 
school till they are twenty-one year. of age is presumptive proof that the trus 
tets may be required to furnish su.:h instruction as is suitable to their attain-
ments till they reach that age. . . ' . . • 
"The action of the trustees is conditioned upon the fact that the advance-
ment of the pupils requires other studies to be introduced in addition to the 
common branches." 
low A.-The broadest humor that electrifies and tickles the t~acherS oflo~a 
nowadays appears in the Iowa Normal MOlll.4ly. 
Hon. C. W. v<;m Coelin, State Superintendent of Public Instruction, has 
decided that the board of directors of an independent school district can Ie. 
gaily, hire a teacher or principal for two or more years. ' 
, Manchester is preparing to hold a grand centennial Sunday School celebrfl-
tion, July S. 
The Council Bluffs high school will graduate a class of nine pupils at th~ 
close of this school year. 
,The courts have decided .tbat the notes given for the endowment fund of 
Simpson Centenary College-are collectible and must be paid. 
Tell it not in Davenport and pu~lish it not in Dubuque, bu~ it is said that ' 
Burlington is making arrangements to place telephones in her public schools. 
Hon. H. G. Little,of Grinnell,bas been chosen president of the new board of 
trustees of the State Agricultural College. Tbe college is said to be in a good 
condition and doing good work. More students have applied for admission 
since the opening of thc 'present term than could be accommodated. Several' 
c~lleges and other buildings will be erected this season. One of these. buildings 
WIll be used mainly for lectur>! and reCItation rooms. 
Cedar Valley Seminary, at O.age, under the charge of. Prof. B~sh and an ' 
able corps of assistants; is said to be in a fine condition. 
Des Moines R egister: ~'Wm. Hull, scho~l teacher from Harlan, Shelby 
county, was arrested Thursday in this. city and sent back to Harlan yesterday. 
on a charge of unusual punishment of a pupil in the school which he was 
tea<;hing in tbat vicinity. 
A beautiful monument in memory of the late Rev. Joh~ A.rmstrong, presi-
~ent of Parsons College, Fairfield, bas been ordered and will soon b,l: placed 
III the college campus. 
Prof. Houghton, of Tabor college, has been rejected as census sepervis9r 
for the Third Iowa district. But he has been renominated fo~ the position. 
Rev. William Fawcett, of Dubuque, who is regarded by many as the most 
eloquent orator of Iowa, \las been secured as society letcurer by the students 
of Western College, LlIln county. 
Clea~ Lake proposes to have "Pinafore," and the public school lioPes. to 
secure a new organ thereby • . 
M~. L. C. Harris, a student of Iowa College, catped oII .the honors at the 
Inter-StiLte Oratorical contest at Oberlin,Ohio, May S. His subject-was "Ed. ' 
gar A. Poe." · It is gratifying, to his many friends to know that' Mr,. HIU'{is ac-
quitted himself so crebitably. • . '. .• 
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'Indimtola Notu:-Mr. E. ~L Cotton, the worthy and faithful superinten-
dent of the Indianola schools, reports ",n average attendance, during the last 
month, of 396'7; total enrollment, 52o,' and "94 tardinesses.-County Supt. 
McCoy is busy arranging for the annual Teachers' Nqrmal Institute in Aug-
JIst, Rev. Dr. Heagle has been engaged as an instructor.-The Tribune 
thinks that a kindetgarten school oughlto be established in that town. "If 
the people could understand what an advantage such an institution would be, 
they would not wish to be without one a day longer."-The Indianola school 
board recently made some changes from the usual manner in which the schools 
, of the city h;we been conducted. No city superintendent was elected. Miss 
Cooke was eJected principal of the high school and superintendent of the' 
north bnilding. anrl Mrs. Culbertson was chosen principal .of the grammar 
school and superinten rtent of the south building. Miss Carrie Page was ap-
pointed assistant in the high school at $45 a ·month. Three new teachers 
were eJected to positions at $3<; a month. The salaries of several old teach-
ers were .rai<ed to $40 a month. 
OFFICIAL DEPARTMENT. 
MICHIGAN-IMPORTANT DECIS:ION OF THE SUPREME 
CO UR T. 
The supreme court has just rendered the following 'decision in the case of 
Franklin S. Dewey vs. Union school district of the city of Alpena, in regard 
to the liability of school districts for teachers' wages during periods 'when the 
schools are closed on account of the prevalel\ce of contagious diseases. This 
_ decision will prove of generlll interest in many localities of the state. It is 
wrytten by Judge Graves : 
~ plaintiff was regularly hired by the district to serve as teacher in the 
publio schools for 10 montbs for $i30 per month. He entered on his duties 
Sept. 2 and continued up to Dec. 10, at which time the district officers closed 
the schools, on, account of the prevalence of small· pox in the city, and kept 
them closed thereafter for the same reason until March 17. They were then 
re-opened, and the plaintiff renewed his ~uties. He was subsequently hired 
for the next school year and his compensation was increased $100. The dis-
trict refused to pay him for the period of suspension, and he brought this 
action to recover it. 
The claim was resisted on two grounds: I, that in the second hiring it was 
mutually agreed that the addition of $100 to his compensation for incoming 
service should stand and be allowed and accepted in full satisfaction of all 
claims for pay during the time i~ question; 2, tbat the suspension was the ef-
fect of an overruling necessity, or in other words the act of God, and that all 
parts of the contract were suspended for the time being. . 
, The circuit judge submitted to' the jury both questions in a very clear man-
o ne~ and instructed them to find against the plaintiff, in case they .were satis-
, 0 fied the alle&ed. contract w.as i~ fact entered into; or, in clt5e they should 
find that the small pox was so prevalent that it becl'me obligatory on the board 
to close ~he schools as a necessary step to prevent the spread of the disease 
a!ld save human life. 
, 'The jury returned a verdict in" favor of the district. But we cannot know 
with lega! certainty whether they determined only one of these questions in 
favor of. the district, or whether they so determined both; and of course if 
one only was so decided, it is impossible to say which one. The evidence on 
the compromise was conflicting, and, as ' it appears on the record, the advan-
tage was with the plaintiff. Still, if no other ground of defense had bec;n 
laid, the verdict must have been conclusive. - As just explained, it is not so 
now. 
The second objection must be briefly considered. Beyond controversy, 
_ the closing of the schools was a wise and ti'mely expedient. But'the defense 
interpqsed could not rest on that. It must appear that observance of the con· 
tract bY ,the district was caused to be impossible by act of God. It is not 
enough that great difficulties were encountered, or that there existed urgent 
and satisfactory reasons for stopping the schools. This is all the evidence 
. tended to show. The contract between the parties was positive and for law-
ful objects. On one side scbool building and pupus were to be provided, 
, and 'on the other, personal service as teacher. The p'laintiff coutinued ready , 
t~ perform, but the district refused to open its school-houses and allow the at-
. tendance of pupils, and it thereby prevented performance by the plaintiff. 
Admitting that tne circumstlltces justified the officers, there is yet no rule 
of justice which will entitle the district to visit its own misfortunes upon the 
plaintiff; He'was not at fault. He had no agency in ~ringing about the state 
I of things which rendered it eminently prude~t to dismiss the scbool~. It was 
'the misfortune of the district. and the district and not the plaintiff ought to 
bear it. The occasion which was presented to the district was not within the 
principle contended for. It was not one of absolute necessity, but of strong 
expediency. 
To let in the defense that the suspension procluded recovery, the agreement 
must have provided for it. But the district did not stipulate for the right tu 
discontinue the plaintiff's pay upon the judgment of the officers, however dis-
creet and fair, that a stoppage of the schools is found a needful measure to 
prevent their invasion by disease, or to stay or oppose its spread or progress 
in the community; and the contract cannot be regarded as tacitly subject' to 
such a condition. 
The judgment must be reversed with costs and a new trial granted. 
THE HOME. 
THE LIGHT A THOME. 
The light at home, how bright it beams 
When evening shades around us lal\ ; 
And from the lattice far it gleams, 
To love, and rest, and comfort all; 
When wearied with the toils of day, 
And strife for glory, gold, or fame, 
How sweet to seek the quiet way. , 
Where loving lips will lisp our name 
Around the light at home! 
MAY. 
In these green days ' 
Reviving sickness lifts her languid head ; 
Life flows afresh, and young eyed health exults 
The wbole creation round. 'Contentment walks 
The sunny glade, arid feels an inward bliss 
Spring o'er his mind, beyond the power of kings 
To purchase.- The Seasons. 
THINK OF 1 HE EO JoS. 
I wonder how many mothers are as careful of their bbys as they are of the 
girls. It seems to be a general belief that boys can take care of themselves. 
But they cannot, for they are early exposed to temptation. Girls are generally 
at home, in their mother's company. But the boys, when are they at home, 
as an average, except in the morning before school, at the dinner hour and at 
supper? In the average family, in town or village, the boy is away all day, 
except when he eats. How much time there is at noon and after schoql forSa-
tan to find mischief for that boy's idle hands! How many an evil scheme can 
be patched up in a few moments! Some days the boy is noticeably absent 
from' home, and anxious mquiry is for the moment made; but business soon . 
takes the father's mind and time, while housework or company absorbs the 
mother's attention; and the little boy with so much time away from home, and 
so little at home, 'is getting wound ilp in some wicl<ed older boy's scheme; 
and by· and-by tce shame of itis revealed. Is it a wonder, then, so many 
boys wind up in an institution? I exhort mothers to giTe up their parties and 
company anq excess of care about the house, and even more important thmg5, 
if such sacrifice be necessary, in order that the boys pe. properly cared for; 
and that they begin, before it is everlastingly too late, to take them into their 
closest companionship, sharing al\ their interests as cordially as they do those 
of the girls. The girls need not suffer hereby; rather will they be blessed 
with the presence of noble brothers in the home, whose later career may be a 
part of their ow", pride andjoy.-Sdected. 
SCHOOL EXAMINATIONS IN THE COUNTRY. 
HOW well do I recollect those examinations at the end of each school term which were inflicted 'on us boys in the country town where I first 
learned the mysteries of the "Three R,'s"-readi!lg, writing, and arithmetic-
some parts of the latter bein~ my fa!orite occupations-sigh-f or vacation, and 
figure to avoid detection in roguery! With what dread did we enter the 
school-ro0I¥ on those "Black Fridays," dressed in cur Sunday best-and alas ! 
with some, the children upon whom Dame Fortune had frowned, Sunday and 
week-day be~t were the same-ready to welcome the entering of the awe-
inspiring committee, who were to question and cross-question us as we arose 
in the class to recite, one after another, like witnesses in a court · of justice 
with rapidly-beating hearts, 'trying to tell nil we knew, often confused at the 
questions and ready to sink. Hqw welcome came the "That will do; you 
may sit down !" 
, The picture is with me now of the boys, sittin~ so erect and statue-like in 
'" 
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their seats, with the desks piled high with books, and the long row of seats on 
the platform filled with parents and friend~ ready to approve the successful or 
d'eplore the unfortunpte; behveen the two the teacher's desk, behind which 
~at th.e commillee, Dvctor Quackenbos, Parson Mildinay, and Esquire Ketch-
urn. ' The seemingly never-ending day at last draws near its end. The last 
lesson is recited, the books laid as:de till another quarter, and the school is 
called to order. The teacher, as if no previous arrangement had been made, 
asks the Doctor if he will not address a few remarks to the school. The 
Doctor rise" step3 to the center of the desk, takes .the ferule, as if grasping a 
scalpel in hi, hand, with a countenance expressive of being engaged in a sur-
gical operation, and begins. His theme is Duty. Duty of obedience to 
teachers. Duty owed to parents for giving us such an elegant education. 
Duty we should one day owe the state, when we should become citizens of 
the great republic, and perhaps be called upon to preside over its ~estinies. 
Duty! duty! stern, inflexible duty-characteristic of the life of the speaker-
but n<>t one word of encouragement or praise for the efforts we had made in 
climbing the hill of scienc~. ~o wonder that, when sick, we did not desire 
him to administer nnto us ! 
The Parson succeeded t~e Doctor, with a book in his hand, recalling the 
picture of the good old man a~ he stood in the pulpit on the Sabbath and 
gave out the familiar hymn, saying, "You will omit, if you please, the last 
. stanza." After a few kind words to the school and teacher, "as it is growing 
late', and as I know that the Squire has a few words to say to you, and can 
s~y them better than I can, I will take my seat." I would like to strew f1ow-
er~ to-day on this good rna,!'; grave, did I know the spot where he is laid 10 
rest. 
The Squire, one of those smooth, oily, thin-visaged men all can e~sily re-
member to have met, stepped t·) the front, as though to address a jury (the 
.spectators), while the teacher ap ~)eared the criminal at the bar, ready to re-
ceive sentence. The first part of the oration is directed to the school, telling 
us of the pri\·ileges we enjoy, an ll how well we should improve the oppor-
tunities offered us; how vastly III 're favored were w~ than our parents, in the 
way ' of ilJlpr0vect text-books; fi 'le, well-warmed, and comfortable school-
houses, instead of lOl e rude, i'1I ·ventiiated ones of his day-qu ,ring for our 
benefit, 
"N,) r ent-up Utica confines her powers, 
But the whole boundless. Universe is our- !" 
Then he turns to the teacher-all th.: while b'Hying ri~ht an'd left, an ,\ 
washing his hauds in invisible water-to compliment him upon the fine man-
ner of the recitations-in fine, ur~n everything appertaining to_ the school. 
Still the Squire's speech, which in the b~ginning Was to be very short, like 
the faHed serpent, "drags its slow .length along." How terribly hard the 
seats get, anrl h ·1 W slow the hands creep around the face of the old clock, 
~hile we ex riu i,ll in our YOllthful heart~, "How stale and unprofitable is 
man!" To th ,Jse of liS living on a brm the delivery was beeoming a burden 
grievous to I e born, as we saw the twilight of the short autumn day, and 
thought of miiking cows, splitting kindling, or bringing the morning's supply 
of wood, by the light of the lantern dinlly burning. Then ' the Squire turns 
to the parcn!s, and tp.lls them how happy he is to see so many of them pres-
'ent to assist him in examining the school, and see for themselves what is 
being done by the town to educate their children. At last he is through. 
Sinte arriving at !Dan's estate, I have frequently had occasion to employ a 
lawyer, but never could ~ bring myself to employ Squire Ketchum, for I 
veriiy believe my case would have been carried up from court to court, till 
either case or client came to the court of h !aven. 
D~s it not seem strange that among the vast army of committeemen, 
comprising so mi ny among the learned professions, sC .\r~ely one in a tho us-
- and can address a school appropriately? How much better to interest the 
boy by talking less of duty and a little more of his sports-of his life outside 
the schpol room. In hke manner as the thrifty housewife takes the ciry, un-
palatable crusts, and by adding spice and a little sweetening makes a palata-
ble dish for the table, well relished. Instead of the dry, stereotyped speech, 
tlier~ is pr.eferaQle the annual addr.ess of the chairman of a . committee in ope 
of the rural towns in Maine, who always began with, "Well, boys I to-mor-
row's Fourth of July. S'p'ose you know what that means, don't you l If 
you don't, when you go home ask your folks, and they'll tell you_all about it. 
They say ' Uncle Sam's rich enough t'b give us aU a farm. Doq't know -
\v}:lether he will or not. Guess he won't, unless we work for it." This. Ill-
tt~~ested the boys, and amused their par~nts. -
, Qr IOven the speech of another chairman in the noithern part of my own 
state, ~hlch might be trulhfully entitled his "maiden speech." He called 
~ . 
one day at the school, which was presided over by an accomplished young 
lady. At the close she requested him to address the scholars. It was all 
included in nearly as few words as Cresar's famous Vmi, Vidi, Viii: . 
"Boys! love your teacher. I do." 
The tittering of the scholars and the blushing of the teacher telling him -
:'some one had blundered," brought the speech to an untimely end. At least, 
It had the merit cf brevity.-":Excnaltge. 
BRITISH COMMON SCHOOLS. 
The passage of the educational act of 1870, requiring the authorities to fur-
nish school accommodation far every c~ild in England, an d requiring every 
child under 13 years of age to attend school, is working a re'Z:olution tl1rough-
out the whole country, especially in all the crowded centers. The difli;ulties 
in Manchester have been very great, but by careful and zealous work on the "'.<;, 
part of the school bJard, which was established i!Dmediately afte; the plssage 
of the act, and an increased impetus in all other schools-Church of England, 
and so forth-6r~at results have been a' tlined. In the board school~ alone 
the increase in th: average attendnce b~twcen 1870 and 1876 was 37 per 
centum. Since 1'870, seventeen large, h mdsome school buildings have been 
erected by the board, each of which accommodate3 from eight hundred to 
twelve hundred children. At the present time the letter of the law has been 
carried out completely, and every chilJ. in M~nchester under 13 years of age 
has a seat .pr-lvided for it in some neighboring school. The compulsory law is 
enforced with increasing rigidity, as the excuses of parents become futile un~ 
der the new improvements. Inspectors are provided who visit the homes of 
the delinquent children. If a child fails to attend school regularly the 'blame' 
all falls up·JD the parents. If they do not secure its pre3ence at school regu-
larly th~y are suml10ned before the magistrate, questioned minutely, some-
times fined, and if they cannot control their children, these are sent bV the 
authorities to some indu,trial school, where t~ey are supported in part 'by the 
parent. If the puent is unable to pay the weekly school fees of 2d. to 4a. and 
can show the fact satisfactorily, the3e are paid out of the poor r:ates. So there 
seems to be no adequate elCcuse f,)r the parent or child, and the: vast majority 
of the children of Manchester are at school. 
Since 1870 there has been a great increase of "half timers," or children 
whe) work one:half of the day and g~ to sch··ollh: o·her·half. These are all 
" ' W·. en the agcs of 10 and 13 years. This pha,e of the"educational question -
' .. " CI ;cupied the attenti)O of the sch )01 authorities for many years, but after ' 
.iI l the time and study put upon it, it cannot bo called a success. It is found 
. practically impos;ib:e to prep~re these chiIJr cn -Jenerally from die, very 
dregs of society-for the yearly examination;, an.! it hike; on'y. a' year or two 
for them to forget all they ,have lelrned. Ther are a perplexi' y t) 'the author-
ities, a trouble to the teicher, and a de;Ld weight upon the ..... \t~s." During 
the last year there has been a slig:.t decrease in their numb :r;, for manufac-
turers are beginning to think that it d;>es not pay to employ them. 
A large number of evening classes have been opened by the school board', 
giving an oppxtunit l to children more than 13 y~ars of age to receive in-
struction at a nominal rnte. In these evening schools there are a large num, 
ber of scientific and art cla.ses. Throughout the city there are no less than 
I' 7 Of these, with an average attendance Of 'I,2 50 .students . . The evening 
schools are patronized largely by the children.of the factory operatives. I ' 
passed one most interesting evening recently with Mr_ F. O. Ruspini~ clerK of 
the school board,and Mr.Sutton,inspector,visiting some fifteen or twenty~ofthese . 
schools. B~sides the elementary branches there were c asses in Greek, Latin-,~ 
French, acoustics, agric,ultu'e, building construction; chemistry, machiqe 
constructIOn, drawing, etc. I h1d several conver3ation$ witb young men from - ~ .. :. 
the families of factory laborers, and I was told by' the te.lchers that tlie .J;n3 j or· . 
ity· of their pupils came from that clas,. The tickets for the co'urse, admit1ing , 
the h1)lder to any three classes from Oct. I to April 1 are three shillif!gs each. 
Besides these schools, Owens CQIIege h \S eve 'linJ classes, where, for a. 
small fee, a young man may purch-ase a thorouJh collegiate education and • . 
take his Mgree at the V)ndon University. At present there ar~ 7'18 young ~n ' 
attending these evening classe~, nearly all' of them re,iJ.ems of Ml nchester. · I 
In fact; thiS city is one 01 the few exceplional place3 in England where a poor -
boy can work his way up, without great obstacles interv.:ning, from-the pri-
mary school to the univ,ersity.-N. Y. Evmi1Zg Post. 
. --R~ssia must be a great country for hard colds. Almo: t every one's name 
ends WIth a "koIP' . 
. "A Westl'rn .i0~rnalist says he always gels one nrlicle without pay~he gets~' 
bored for nothm g-. '.' ," 
. -!'Aunt.y,.-vat makes de little \lahy cry so? Del itwant iz mudtlci ?' , "Yes 
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MAPS! MAPS!! MAPS!!! 
The publishers of the WEEKLY have made arrangements with Messrs . 
Rand, McNally & Co., by which tbey are enabled to offer any of their popular 
series of maps at the lowest publishers' prices. Their full line of pocket 
maps, of all states and territories, and provinces of Canada, with compilation 
of all railroads, counties, lakes, islands, rivers, .!Ind towns, are thoroughly in-
dex ed, and every place can be located on the maps as easily as a word can be 
found in a dictionary. 
The population according to the latest official 'and state census of every 
town in each state or territory, is also given . Sent postpaid, bound in f1exi · 





Alabama ......... .... .... .. ..... ... .. .. 8 50 ... . 




Maps ' out 
Index 
75 '5 Nevada a:nd California, in one 
N'Cw Hampshire and Verm ont, 
Arkansas .•••••.•...•...... . . •...... ___ _ so 
California and Nevada, in one 75 25 
Colorado......... ....... .... .. ...... . . . . 50 25 
Connecticut ........ .......... , . ••••••.•• 25 
Dakota Terrilory . ... ____ . .••.••.• 50 25 
1n one book __ __ . ... .. _____ ....... 50 
N ew Jers"y ., .. ...... ___ _ .. .. .... . . SO 
New Mtxico Territory ,.. . ......... 50 
New y ork..... . .. ................ 75 
N. Carolina and S. Ca rolina, in 
D elaware and 1\. aryla nd, in one 50 
Florida ____ ...... ____ .. .. ___ . ..... 50 . 25 ' Olle book .. ..................... .. .. .... 50 ' 5 
Georgia. .. . •• . .••.•........••..... . .... 50 Idaho Territory ..... __ ___ . ... ____ 50 
llIinois ____ .... __ __ ... ....... ... __ 50 
Indiana ___________ ___ __ .... ..... . 50 
Indian Territor,y and Texas, in 
, one book -- --.. .. . ..... ... . .. 75 25 Iowa .. ....... ____ __ ___ _ .... ____ So ' 5 
Kansas , .. .. ... ____ __ ___ ____ .. .. ..... 50 25 
Nova Scotia, New Brunswick 
and Pro Ed. Is ......... .... .... ___ _ 75 
Ohio .......... .. ............... . : . . ... . 50 
Ontario, Province of. CanadJ....... 15 ' 
~::~~;i~·~~i~: .. ::.:.: '.: .. :.::.::: ':::::: ;~ 
Quebt c, Province of, Ca nada...... 50 
Rhode Island............................ '5 





Kansas Sectional . .. . __ . . . . . . . I 00 
~~~~~~ _a.~~ .~~~~~e.~~~~~ . I.~ ~I.I ~ 50 25 
onebook ......... ____ ...... ..... ... . So 25 
LOulsl-tna . . .. __ 0 • • ••• __ _ _ •• _ __ _ 50 
Tennessee and Kentucky, in one 50. 25 
'f.exas and Indian T crr tory, in 
Maine .~ . . ... . ... r ---- •• '... ..... 50 one book.. ................ .... .... 75 
Maryland 3'"no Delaware , in one U.ah Territory ....... .. .......... .... .. 50 Vermont a nd Nt:w Hampsh ire, bo . k ..................... ___ __ ........ . 
" Mas!\arhuseu s , ... _. _______ _ .... ' 50 , in one book .. .. . ...... • . • ... 50 50 25 Vngmia and W est Virginia, in ~i~,~~~~~~·~~ ·: :-::_ ~ ~ :: : .. :'.::::::::: 
~~~:~~~l~_l:: :.:::::' .~:.: ::: ~ ~ ::::::::: 
Sq 25 one book . .. ..... ... ........ ___ __ ___ 50 
50 25 'Vds"l ington Territory.... ..... ...... 50 
,So \-Vest Vtr~ini a and Virgin ia , in 
MontanaTenitory _. __ ..... " . __ _ toO 25 one book ........... .. ...... . . .. .. .... 50 25 Nebraska .. __ ________ ___ ___ . .. . So 25 Wlsconsin .. ............. .. _. ___ . ..... . 50 25 
So 23 'V' omingTerritory ...... . .... .. .. 50 
Bonn(I In cloth, 10 ~ent8 additional. 
Pocket map oj the United States, t'xtending jrom the Allantic OUn1l to the 
Rocky .Afountains. Price twenty. five cents. 
Rand, McNally & Co.'s Business Atlas 
Ralld, McNally & Co. 's Business Atlas of the Mississip-
pi Vailey and Pacific Slope 
Rand, McNally & Co.'s New Railroad and County Map 
of the United States and Canada, mounted upon 
cloth, with rollers t& and bottom, $15 .00 j or roll-
ers at each end, "Panorama mounting," accom-
modating. itself to any required space. 
'Rand, McNally & Co. 's Ne'w ~ailroad and County Map, 
, extending from the 'Atlantic Coast to Great Salt 
Lake, .size 58 X 80 inches, in colors, mounted upon 
heavy pape~, 'Tol.lers top and bottom (a section' of . 
t~e complete United States map), a map for the 
people, at a popular price. 
Rand, McNally & Co.'s New Railroad and County Map 
of the Territories and Pacific Coast, 58 X 60 inches, 
in colors, ·mounted upon heavy paper, rollers top 
. and bottom (a section of the complete United States 
', map), a map for the people, at a popular price. 




27 inchts, scale, 17 miles to tlte inch. .compiled with 
gnat care fr,lm the latest surveys/ the latest, 1II0st 
complete, and 1IIost aceurate map ,of the'stute ever pub-
lished. P (}cket edition, bound in doth, 75 rellts; Wall 
edition, Oil /teavy paper, $I. OO " Wall editioll, OIl clOt/Ii 
Rand, McN~lly 6-' Co.' s N ew Reversible 'Towns/up, Coun-
ty, and Railroad Map of t/u Norl/lwest aud lite Unit-
ed Slates. Size 42 X 58 inches. On rollers, $4.00 / 
Map of Northwest only, 011 rollers, $3.00 / Map of 
lhzited States only, on rollers. 
Address, S. R. WINCHELL & CO. 
Educational Publishers ann Agents. 
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. 
THE MICHIGAN SCHOOL LIBRARY. 
At the recent meeting of the Michigan State Teacher,' A~sociation ' a 
committee (Prof. W. H. '['ayne, I N. Demmon, and J. L. Stone) was appoin-
ted to prepare lists of 100 and 200 volumes for school libraries. They were 
governed by two considerations: (I) what books will be read? and (2) what 
books are worth reading? They report as follow,: The total shows 70, 
volumes of history and biography, 37 of travels, 30 of fiction, 22 of poelry, 
41 miscellan,eous. 
I.- LIBRARY O}<' 100 VOLUMES. 
(Publ 'shed last week.) 
n .-SECOND 100 VOLUMES. 
lUST O RY A.ND BIOGRAPHY. 
1 - 10 Abbou's Histories. Ea rly British Kings and Q ueens, 5 vols.; Queenc; and 
Heroines, 5 vols. Harper s. $LOO a vo.!. . . . . . '10.00 
I1-'5 The Er.0ch Series ; The Crusades ; 1he Houses of Lancaster and York, The 
Age ofE lZabeth . The :Age of Anne, The ~'rench Revolution. 5vol<. Scrib.u rsJ.oo 5.00-
. 16 '19 The Student's Series : History of Greece, Merivale's His tory of Rome, History 
ofFunce, History of Germany. 4 vols. H arp ers, $' .46 (ne.) . - 584 
20 CampbeWs History of M.ichigan. ScllOb,,,., nftr oit, I 3.s'" 
21 "'rceman's Old Engli!;h History. Macmillalls, . 2.00 
22 Green';,; Shorter History of the En~lish People. Harpers, I.7S 
23-32 Sparke's American Biography, 10 vols. Harpers., $(,25. . . . 12. 50 
33.-34' Lockhart's Life of Scott. 'Centenary editIOn . • vols. Lill ie &> Brown, $ •. 25 '. 50 
35 Wirt's Life of Patrick Henry. C/axt ,n, Phila. , ' .50 
36 Miss Younge's Book of Worthies. M" cmillans, I.25 
TRAVBLS. 
37 Curtis's Howadji in Srria. Harpers, . 
38 Curtis' s Nile No.es 0 a Howadji. H .. rpers,. . • . 
39-41 Livingstone'S Travels and Last Journals. 3 vols. '4 .50, $5 .00, $' .50. 
42 Stanley's How I Found Livingstone. Scr ibne,.s, 
41·44 'Varner's In the Levant. HOllg ltttJlf. , Osg-ood & Co., 
Warner's My Winter O~ the N lie. Am Pub. Co, . 
4S Mni"Jlrassey's Around the World in the Yaclit Sllnbeam. H olt, 
46 Benjamin's Atlantic Islands. Harh-s. ... 
. 47 Kingsley's Christmas in the 'Vest Indies. M4c1nt'llalf.S, 
48 Wallace's Ru.sia. holt • . . . 
49 Griffis's The Mikado's Emp.re. Harpers, 
50-5' Deolittle's So:ial Life of the Chinese. 2 vols. H"r); rs. $[ .75. 
FICTION. 
52 Scott's, Antiquary. Olg.od. '4.50. or Littl. &> Bro",n, 53.75, 
53-55 Dickens's N.cholas Nickl.by, Tale of Two Cities, Bleak H~use. 
1.50 
• 1 . 5 0 











CrO'U ell. 5 •. 50, or Usg-ood, ' •. 25, . . . • 
56 Jean Ingelow's Off the S.lcellig. . Rob.rts l . . . • • . r So 
57.6. Mrs. Whitney's Stori",< ; We Girls, $1.5' ; Other Girls, S. 00; Real Folks, 
$t·50 ; Bummer in Leslie Goldthwaite's Life. '1.50; 4 vols.; Sights and In-
sights , '3.00, 2'Vols. 6 vols . Osgo.d. . . . . . . 9.'0 
63.64 Miss Alcott's Lillie Men, I vol.; An Old Fashioned G.rl, I vol. R.o.rts. ..5~ 3.00 
65 Trowbridge's Cudjo's Cave. TIl/on, ..' 2.00 
66 Trowbridge'. Nei2hbor Jackwood. Tilton, . • . . . 2.00 
67-68 Thackeray', .N-ewcomes. Pendennis. Pop"l..-r edition. 4 vols. ~,ribntrs, 8 •. 25 500 
POETRY. 
69 Poetical Work. of Tennyson: Household·edition. Osgood, 
70 Wordsworth's Select Poems. Arnold. Macmillan., . . . • 
1112 Wordsworth's Poetical Works, Masson 2 vois. Macmillatts . , . 
73- 80 !'hakespeare'. Select Plays. Rife or Hudson, Tempest, Richard IT .. Henry 
VIlL, As You Like It, Much Ado About No.h<ng, Midsummer Night's Dr.~m, 




1 . 50 
9 .00 of the Northeastern States, with parts of Ontario and 
and Quebec, size, 40 X 42 inches; scaJe, 17 miles 
to one inch; mounted upon heavy paper, rollers top 
and bottom, 
81-go Rollo's Tour in Europe.' Abbott. 10 vol.. SI"ltI.n, go, 
91 Nordhoff'~. Polit.cs for Youn! Americans. Harpers (net). 
9' Alice's Adventures in Wonderland. Macmi/lans, • 
, ,93 Church Stories from Virgil. Scrio_ers, 
94 Church Stories ftom the Greek Tragedians. Scribn .. ·~, 




2 . CO 
4.00 
1.00 
1 . 5 0 Rand, McNally & Co.'s Guide Map of Chicago, with a 
. ' I'ea~'y reference .index, showing.' all P-IJ,rks, Boule-
·vards, Streets, Banks, Railroad Depots, Churches, 
and prominent buildings, . 
JUST PUBLISHED, 
'New Sectional and T01un's7z'ip Map of Ohio, size 25~ X 
$2:00 99 Faraday's Physical Forces. Har6tr.,. ' 
100 Hao. Anderseo's Stories and Tale.. Osg-o.d, '-
The publishers o(the WEEKLY intend to make a speciality of furnishing 
, school and teachers' libraries: Thc;y are now in correspondence with promi-
nent educators wi~h a view to the selection of a choice Teachers' Library, 
which they hope io offer the public at an early day, • 
Correspondence is invited ;with reference to the purchase of either or both 
ofthe above libraries" or any other books which may be desired. , 
- ' 
'. 
THE IfNEID OF VIRGIL, TRANSLATED By GEORGE HO'WLA.ND, OHIOAGO. 
I I ~~ I ·~ -And by the mantle, and veil embroidered with yellow acanthus. 
Chiefly unfortunate Dido, with certain ruin impending, 
C~nnot admire them enough, and increases in ardor by gazing, 
Moved in an equal degree by the sight of the boy and the presents. 
. t '15 When he had hung on the neck, and in the embrace of Aeneas, 
And his false father's great love had granted the fullest indulgence, 
Then to the queen he turns, who her eyes, her whole heart fastens on him; 
Oft to her bosom she takes him, too, poor Dido, not knowing 
What a great god lies in wait; but he of his mother regardful, 
7-20. Little by little begins to efface her regard for Sichreus, 
And by a living love hies to waken her dormant affections, 
And preengage the fond . heart, which to love had been long unaccllstomed. 
When the first service was closed, and the courses removed from the tables, 
Then they place on them the wine in large bowls and wreathe them with flowers; 
. 725 Loudly the palace resounds, and through the great halls roll their voices, 
While from the gold-fretted ceilings th'e bright-burning lamps are suspended; 
Torches blaze forth on the night, by their flames ov~rcoming the darkness. 
Here the queen calls for a goblet resplendent with gold and with jewels, 
" W~ich had been once used by Belus, and all those from Belus decended, 
r39 Filled it with wine, and-when quickly all noise was hushed through the palace-
"Jupiter," prayed she, "for thqu givest laws, as they tell us, for strangers, 
"Grant that this day prove alike to Trojan and Tyrian joyful, 
" And that our latest descendants may ever recall it with pleasure! 
"Bacchusl the giver of joy, and' good Juno, grant us their presence! 
t35 "You too, 0 Tyrians, join, and aid in this glad entertainment !" 
Thus she entreated, and poured of the wine the due meed on the table; 
Having thus mad~ the liba1ion, the cup to her lips she just lifted, 
Giving it then with a challenge to Bitias. He without question . 
Quaffed off the foaming wine, with which the gold goblet was brimming; 
r4$> Then, too, the rest of the chieftains. Afterwarrl long-haired Iopas 
_ Sang to the. gold.en lYre what the mighty Atlas had taught him, 
Sang of the wandering moon, and how in eclipse the sun labors; 
Whence came the races of men, and the flocks, whence the rain and the lightnings ; , 
Likewise he sang of Arcturus, the Bears, and the rain-bringing Hyads; 
745 Why, too, the winter suns haste to dip themselves in the ocean, 
Or what delay prevents the li'ngering nights from advancing. 
Loud rise the Tyrian cheers, with cheer after cheer from the Trojans. 
Also the night she prolonged in varied and swe'et conversati(m, 
Drinking in long draughts of lo~e, in the ~eantime, unfortunate Dido, 
750 AsJ.c.ing him ml.lel1 about Priam, anti. many things too about Hector; 
Now with what arms had come the son of Aurora to aid them; 
Now too, of Diomed's horses, and now of the might of Achilles; 
"Come now, and give us, my guest, the account from the very beginning, 
" Tell of the wiles of the Greeks, and the fate of ' all your companions, 
755 " And of your wanderings all; for the seventh summer now bears you 
It .Over all countries and seas, in your endless journeys still roaming." 
SALAI}?IES IN CHICAGO. 
1 he teaders d this city have Ix( n wOIking since January without an idea of what salary they are to 
receive. True they have been paid some money on account. but to people who have been reduced in 
salary and paid so largely in scrip it is a maller of real concern to know what the exact figure of their 
earnings will be. As is well knowTl, a schedule of salaries has been prepared by the Superintendent 
that meets with very littl e approval. A writer in the Inter Oaan presented a substitute based on argu. 
ments which it was well to give to the public. but which would be superfluous here. of which the fol-
l .. wing is a synopsis. If the subjoined ' scheme is not adop:ed and the teachers' pay raised accordingly, 
it will be the fault of Mr. Duane Dcty and his vain Trader. J,.hn C. Richberg: 
Principal of Central H~h School .................... . ..................... . ...... ... .... . ... ......... $2.500 
Pril'cipals oj Division High Schooh ................ .. ....... ......... ... .... ..... ... ............... .. $2,000 
. Principals of the following schools to wit: Armour Street, Brown. Clarke. Carpenter. 
Cottage Greve. Dore, Dougla~, Franklin, Foster. Haven, Hayes. Holden, Jones. 
King, Kinzie. Lincoln. Marquette, Moseley, Newberry, Ogden, Scammon. Skinner, 
Throop, Washington. Wells and Oakley . .. ................. . ........... ............ .... ....... . $1,700 . 
Head A5sistants of these schools ...................... , ........ ... ...... .. ........ ........ ............ $ 900 
Principals of 12 ·room huildings with less than 200 in grammar department ... ........... . $1,2oo 
Principals of I:-room pnmary schools . .. .. . ............ . ........................................... ·$I,ooo 
Principals of 8-room primarie!' ........... . .. ..................... ... ................. .' ...... .......... $ 900 
Principals of small primarie~ .............................. ..... ........................ .. .......... .. .. $ 800 
A ssistant Teachers i 1t P rimary and Grammar Schools : 
In Primary Grades: 
For first year of service .......... .... .. .... .. .... ...................... ... .............................. $ 450 
For second year of service ...................................... . .......... .. ............ .. ............. $ 500 
For third year of service ...... ... ........... ... . .... .............................. ......... . ....... .... . . $ 600 
For fourth year of servict' ...................... .......... .. . .................. .................... ·· .. ·$ 650 
For fifth and ~ ub,equent years of service ......... .... .. ..................... ..... .. .... ... ........ $ 700 
Assistants in Double Divisions,"50 per annum less than the above rates. 
Teachers of Grammar Grades, and Teachers in charge of Double Divisions with no As. 
sistant., $50 per annum in addition to the above rates. 
Asrisfant Teachers in High Schools: 
Not more than four teacheTli: ... .. . ..... . ... .............. . .... .. .... .................... ........ @ 
Not more than twdve teachers .............. . ............................ .......... ............. @ 
Not more than five teachers .. ... ....... ......... . .... .......... ....... . ...... . ...... ............. @ 
Not more than five teacher~ ............... .............. . : ........ ... .. ... ...................... @ 






Supervision and Businus. . 
Superintendent of School .... ...... ............... .. ........... .. ................................ · ···· .. $3,000 
Assistant Superintendent of Schools .......... . .. ...... .. ....... .. .......................... . . ....... . $2,000 
Building and Supply Agent .................................. .. .... .. .... ............. .. ..... ........... $I,Boo 
Clerk of Board of Education ............................. ..... ......................................... $1,800 
~~~~~er~~~t::::::::::::: ::: : :::::::::::::: .. :::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::: :: :,::::::::::::: :::'-:1,~ 






















Special Teacher of Music ............... ....... . : ..................... : ....... .... ... . ... ...... ...... . . $1,700 
Special Teacher of German ....... : .................................. . .............. :: . . ..... . .... . . .... $1,000 
Special Teacher of I;>rawillg ..... .. .... . . ..... ... . : ............ ; ..................... ~ ... .. ..... .... · .. $1,200 
Te!lchers will bear in mind th~t the appropriation is ample for the above schedule. liE ' 
3.58 
A · Braz"n and Nerve. Food. Vila/tzed Phosphates. 
THIS DIFFERS FROM ALL OTHER TONICS BECAUSE I r IS COMPOSED OF THE VITAL OR NERVE· 
GIVING ,PRINCIPLES OF THE OX BRAIN AND WHEAT GERM. 
Physici,!"s have found it so necessary that they alone have prescribed 193,420 packages. It ~estores lost energ).' in all 
weaknesses of mind or body; relieves debility or nervousness; gives vitality to the insufficient growth of chIldren; 
strengthens the digestion: cures neuralgia an4 prevents consumption. It restores to the brain and nerves the elements 
that have been carried otrby disease or overwor~. . 
Q- For sale by Druggist>, Or by mail, 81.~0. F. CRQSBY, 666 Sixth Avenue, New York. 
Summer 'Normal Art 'School. 
Fourth Annual SessIOn for Teache .. , Teachers of Drawing, and Art Students, Industri,,1 Drawing, Water and 0,1 
Painting, Wood Carvinlt and Modeling. Opens July 5, for four w,:eks . Expenses low. Send for circulars before going 
. elsewhere. W. S. Goodnough, Columbus, Ohio. ' 
STANDARD WORKS 
-FOR-. • FOR .TEACHERS. 
SUI'lDAY-SCIiOOLS. The School BuJletin, monthly, per year, lh.oo 
UNDER THE PALlS I ~lde:.e~i:'sttp9;~~i~le~"~fP'::f;:i:=1 F:~~n~~; Bardeen' s Common-school Law, 'u Roderick..Hume, 






- cc II Chorus 





Is an ORATORIO CANTATA based 
upon Scripture. It is per.fectlyadap· 
ted to the needs of Slmday·Schools, 
and Is 'deslgned especially for t.he 
exercises of 
FLORAL SUNDAY, HARVEST SUNDAY, 
CHRISTftlAS, 
SUNDAY EVENING, ANNIVEJ;tSARY DAY, 
• AND EASTER. ' . 
- It abound. with beautiful musical and 1I0rai effecls, and 
represents Chr.ist as the Deliverer. The music is bright, 
simple and lasting. . . 
8unday-School Superintendents 
'~iU find in "UNDER THE PALMS" just what the have 
long sought for. 
~Prlce, 30 cents, by mall; 83 a dozen, by express. 
.*. 8ingle specimen copy sent on receipt of 25 cents. 
JOHN CHURCH & CO., 
OlNCINNATI, OHIO. 
WANTED-TEAOHERS . .. 
September positions. Principal for city puLlic school, 
'11,500; G.erman teacher for. high school, $r,ooo; lady to 
teach Latin and German in hIgh school, ",000; three ladles 
for .State Normal Schools, must be' teaching now so that 
t~elr wor~ may be inspected ; lady for music in Normal 
School, $700; lady who has been principal public school; 
gentleman, :whose wife tc!\ches, for pricipalsb!Ji academy; 
lady for Laun and RhetoTl",,550; gentleman (Episcopali,m) 
for Greek, S1,OOO: several professors music; tliree vocalists· 
"'lady principals" for 5cminaricl; ladies for primary gram'." 
mar and high school IP"'des. All must ~ of lhe 'high .. t 
ranK in their respectlVe department~. Address stating 
qualifications fully, W. S. & S. A. Steven,on Managers 
l:entral School Age~,,¥, 514 Pine St., St. Louis. Mo. 
Beebe's First Steps Among Figures , 
Honse's Studies in Articulation, 
u Methods oTTeaching, 
Rulletin Class Record. 
Bulletin Speller; and Composition·book. each, 
Well's Syslem of Pen mans hip, with Guide, 








DAVIS, BARDEEN & CO., Publishers, 
S,Yracuse, N. Y. 
FOR 
ElAMIN ATION PURPOSES 
USE THE 
Acme Papers. 
They are acknowledged by a ll teachers using them, to be 
by far the best pape .. in the market for general school pur· 
poses. 
They are put up in very attractive style, and cost less than 
aRY olher paper of equally good writing quality and are as 
well adapted to pen or pencil. 
They ate much stronger than any ether low price paper, . 
and do not break or crack with use: 
AND WHAT IS OF THE 
GR.EATEST lMPOR.TANOE , 
they do not'lire the Eye as white papers do, especially on 
night work, thus. in a great degree (when generally used) 
tending to prevent the failing of the eyesiRht;that is so pre-
valent among American school children, and professional 
persons. 
SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO SUPPLYING · 
PAPER FOR EXAMINATIONS, IN 
OA~LETTER, AND OTHER 
SIZES, 
A FRESH BOOK with or without printed h~d5', either bound in pads, or I ' .... • tablets, or wrapped. # 
, - Our goods are for sale generally by fi .. t·c1ass stationers, Hailetl with Delight In Eduea- but samples will be sent by mail on al'plication. 
tloDal Circles. ' Acme Stationery and Paper 00 .. 
A .NvW' ARITIUIETIC 117FULTONSTREET.S.Y. ~ LEE & SHEPARD, Boston. 
CONTAINING 
'Short, Simple,. 
Practical and 8~ientijic 
METHODS OF CALCULATION. 
_ A New Method of computatIon for every topic of 
Arithmetic, admitting of an Easy Analysis, and which i. 
-shorter, more simple, better and easier understood, and · will 
loo,fsuptrsede ihe methods now In use. Valuable Hints 
In the solution ofp.roblems, showinlt how di'fferent classes 
can be solved in the easiest, shortest and best way_ and a 
viluable appendix of mathematical curiollities, puzZles, and 
queries. . 
The work contains 'Q4 pages, " mo. and 'will l?e sent 
on, receipt of 
PrIce In OIoth, 81.00; In Paper, 75 Cts. · 
Descriptive# circulars and recommendatlons ,-ent on 
;application. . 
Address, J. F. LANING. 
NEW LoNDON •• O ., Author' and Publisher ' 
l.'UE TRUE STOR y ' of the EXODUS of ISRAEL, 
.together with a Brief View of Monumental 
Egypt. Compiled from the worlr. of DR. BRUGSCH. 
With an Tntroduclion.and Notes by FRANCIS H. UNDER. 
WOOD. With Map, $1.50. ' . 
DR. BRVGSCH, aftor thirty yea~ of exploration and study, 
has been able to fix the residence of. the Israelites in 
Egypt, the birth.place of Moses) and to trace the route of 
the Israelites. He shows that they never came near the 
Red ' Sea until some days after the catastrophe of the 
drownmg of P.haraoh and his host. The boolr. IS valuable 
in other respecls, especially for the new. light thrown up. 
on the immense a!ltiquity of the'kingdom, and its \Yonder. 
ful monuments with,their w.a1th o(liistoric inscriptions. 
Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price. 
CHANDLER SCIENTiFiC DEPT. of Dartmouth College. Liberal Education OD,a scientific b""ls. Ad~s Prof. E. R. RUGGLES,Hanov.er, N. H. cpe 
S T MAR t· S SCHOOL, K",,=iJle, III( .. ois. A Board. . Ing. SchOOl lor Gi~ls; Fint-class thro.ughout; a oafe Christian home, WIth th'e best advantages of education 
Refelence I. made to patrpns tn Dearly every. city iii th~ ' 
West. (tf] '. C. W. ~BPPlNGW&LL, D.D., Rector. 
. f~umberI6J ' 
/
OWA COLLEGE, Gri .. "ell, iowa. For catal~e, 
etc.,' addr""s the President. GBI).F,MAGOVN, D.D.i.chy 
5 YRA CUSE UN/VE RSiTY. at Syracuse, N . Y. The University has now th ..: follo:.ving dt:p'artments in op-eration: College of Liberal Arls-E. O. Haven, D. 
o LL. D. Chancellor. Medical (:oUtge-F. Hyde, M.D •• 
O:an College 0/ Fine Arts-G. F . Comfort, A. M., Dean. 
For An"""ls and olher information, apply to E . O. HA: 
VBN. Chancellor. 
OHIO CEN1RAL NORMAL, ' and Kindergar"" . Trai"ing: School. Reorganized WIth full faculty. Three full courses, one, two. and three years respect!. 
Ively. Incorporated under State Bo ltd of Trustees . . ~his 
i< the only Normal School in the State . havmg :' dlst!'.'ct 
Prolessional Course of Study and Prac' lce combmed WIth 
the mcH thorough academic instruction. . 
Address JOHN OGDEN, Prm .• 
Wl)rthington . O. . 
H iGH SCHOOL DEPARTMEN'I of State No~1 University. Special attention is paid ~o fitting young-men for College. For years its graduates have enter· 
ed Harvard and other fi,."t-class colleges, without conditions. 
The English course presents rare oppo~uniti~s. to young men 
preparing for business, or young tadles desmng a thorough . 
course of study. For further information address E. J. James, 
M. D., Normal, III. 
I LL/NOI!> STATE NORMAL UNiVERSiTY, fOI the special preparation of teachers. The full course 01 
. study 'requires three years. Tuition fre. to those who 
pledge themselves to teach In the state; to others, '30 per 
year. Hi;h Sc'"hool D,parlme"t offers the best advantages • 
for prepanng for college or for business. Tuition, '30 per 
year. G".atlzmar Sch"ol Dejartmnet furDl~hes ex~en, 
facilities for obtaining a good, pracucal educauon. TUltionr 
"'S per year. Primary Deparlme .. t, a charming pllice for 
the "little folks ." Term begins March 8,,1880, Forpartlcu. 
Ian ~ddress ;EdwlD C. Hewett, President,Normal, III. tf 
[
. LLINOIS INDUSTRIAL UNIVERSITY, Cham· 
pal Ill., J. M . Grego ,LL.D., Regent. College 
of r~iculture, College 07 Engineers, College of Nat· 
,lIal SCIences, College of Literature and Arts. Fall term 
begins Sept. II, 1877. ~tf) 
PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT. 
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION. 
One year (40 Nos.), ".5°. If paid in advance, fa.oo. 
Six months (20 Nos.), 1 .50." If 1.25· 
Three months (10 Nos.) .75. " " .65 
Each Monthly Edition, 50 cents a y'ear in advance: 
ADVBRTISING RATES FOR SINGLB INSBRTIO""': 
Full Outside Page ••••• ko.oo ) One·half Column (5 In.) '7.50 
Full Inside Page ... ....... 30.00 Three Inches ••••..•••.•. . 5.00 
One.halflrside Pa~e •• 18.00 Inch Cards ••••••.••••••• 1·75 
Full Column (10 in.) ... '4.00 Per Line..... . •••.••..•.•.•. . .IS. 
Special Notices, 40 cents per line by count. . 
DISCOUNTS. 
2 insertions 10 per cent. I 20 insertiobs 40 per cent. 
.. ., 20 If If ~ 40 " 50 H ., • 
10 30 Co ,. : .. 
Adv,,..lisemurts runni" g" on~ 1II0ntl" or ,nor' ar~ p.m-
lished in all Ihe srom'monthly editio"s wilhout extra 
charp: 
Copr should be received by Saturday noon, previous t~ 
date 0 issue. 
Each advertising pnge of THB EDUCATIONAL WaKELY 
contains three columns, each column ten inches, and one 
inch twelve lines. . 
No advertisement will be inserted for less than one dollar. 
Orders from strangers must be paid monthly in advance. 
Address all communications to 
S R . WINCH1!:LL .& CO., Chicalto• 
-The line advertisement of the Readers' and 
Writers' ~conomy t.Ompany can be relied on as 
truthful in all its representations: We have not 
sp-ace to give an extended notice of this young and 
thriving company th is week, but shall take an ear· 
ly opportunity to do so. Give their office a call at 
your first opportunity, and save your purchase till 
y.ou can buy of them. It will pay you. 
-Prof. W. S. Good!lougb, whose advertisement 
of a "Summer Normal Art S:hool" appears in the 
WEEKLY i. well known in Ohio and elsewhere as 
a gentlen:an of culture and skill in his chosen pro· 
fession. Teachers desiring'better qualifications in 
that department of instruction should _co\Ilmuni· 
cate with him. ,_ . 
Horsford's Ac:d Phosphate for dyspe~ia, men· 
tal exhaustion etc. 'r have used Horsford's Acid \ 
Phosphate in.~ number of cases in which it is rec· 
ommended, with good effect. 
. J. 1. ROOKER, M. D. 
Nohld;ville, Ind. 
~ like the paper very much, and fi.nd it of ~t , 'l; 
asSlStance to me in my work.-Mtlton J,uncttoft" .' 
Wis, 
